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Hylda Sims tells us a story
Tony Papard remembers Welwyn
Sister Rosa imparts more sage wisdom
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Donald Trump’s hair says:
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang,
Welcome to the winter 2017 issue of Tales From The Woods magazine.
All you long time Woodie folk will know that our up-coming Charlie Gracie
London and Home Counties exclusive gig at the Spice Of Life, Soho, has completely sold out and
has been since a few weeks before Christmas. This is truly a landmark show and we all here at
Tales From The Woods are proud to be associated, not just because this is highly likely to be his
final tour as reported in our last issue, but also a celebration of 60 years since he opened his first
ever tour at the nearby London Hippodrome Theatre to rave reviews from no less a heavyweight
tome than the Times.
It's hard to imagine now, all these decades later, just how revolutionary it was at the time that a
Rock’n’Roll singer and guitarist should merit such praiseworthy words from a publication that can
only be described, particularly at that time, as a standard bearer of the establishment, whilst
Rock’n’Roll represented the opposite end of the social spectrum; juvenile delinquency,
contemptuous, void of any musical value. We have reproduced this 1957 review below, it certainly
makes fascinating reading. For the benefit of our younger readers, those who may not be aware of
Rock’n’Roll history too, the reviewer makes what would seem now a quite ludicrous comparison to
Tommy Steele, who at this time would have been our only serious flag bearer of Rock’n’Roll.
Marty Wilde was still to make an impact, Cliff Richard was still singing along with a youth club
skiffle group in his home town of Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, Billy Fury was working on a tug boat on
the river Mersey. They shared the same wildest Rock’n’Roll dream with every lad that held a guitar
and proudly possessed a perfectly coiffured quiff throughout the land..
Thank you to long time contributor Neil Foster for allowing us to reproduce this item from his
personal collection, as printed in his magazine Not Fade Away, number 16.
A round up of 50's press reviews of Charlie Gracie's 1957 tour from Hugh
McCallum's 'Haley News' No 71, June 1971.
"Daily Herald": CG may have been late in the Rock and Roll race to the box office but last night at the London
Hippodrome he broke the tape an easy winner… leaving them screaming for more… the 2I wispy lad proved he
deserves to be right on top (Dorothy Squires had refused to take second billing from him). He has style, a good
voice and he can play the guitar well which is unusual these days". "The Times": Mr Gracie reveals a fabulous stamina
to match his "Fabulous" record hit. The test of the rock n' roll expert is presumably whether he can convert his
staider audience to the delights of this intoxicating rhythm - and your critic must confess to conversion', "Daily
Mirror”: …spent 25 minutes before the microphone to belt out a succession of numbers that had the audience
clapping to the beat with him. Working hard with his feet apart and head thrown back his lower jaw shook from side
to side in the Johnnie Ray tradition - in fact he turned out to be a more polished versatile edition of Tommy Steele.
Does Charlie deserve to top the bill? Sorry Dorothy Squires but on last night’s reception the answer is “YES". "The
Star": ...had no elaborate staging and he looked pretty lonely and rather like a shy talent content winner as he
wandered into view with nothing more than a big electric guitar and voice… as far as his second number when a
guitar string broke. That cost him his best number "Guitar Boogie" and meant a quick programme change; some
rockers would have given up under this handicap but not Charlie - he just added another vocal number. He soon had
all the audience clapping in unison, tearing through his hits and "Hound Dog" and many others… his success was a
real triumph of show business courage as well as skill. It left him close to exhaustion but very, very happy". Lastly the
review in the "Daily Mail' (6.8.57) which carried the heading in big letters "The man with a Million Ergs - Paging
Charlie Gracie the Little Rock n' Roll Import who upset Dorothy Squires". "On to the stage of the London Hippodrome
last night whirred the young man who kept Dorothy Squires off it. If she hadn't heard of Charlie before - that’s what
she said - Miss Squires will be hearing plenty now. Charlie, the latest rock n' roll import, is 21 and only 5' 4" tall. But
what he lacks in inches he makes up in ergs, the yardstick of energy. He uses about a million a performance. While
he sings the veins on his temple stand up like mountain ranges on a relief map. He strums a shiny guitar linked to an
amplifier - last night a string snapped with a twang; unperturbed he skipped an inst. solo and threw in an extra song.
The youngsters in the audience clapped and wagged their heads in approval - most of all when he slid into "Hound
Dog" from a concealed beginning. All this for the roan who upset Miss Squires, the singer who neither rocks nor rolls
- she quit the show when she found she had to take second billing to Charlie. I found his handling of the rock n’ roll
rhythm the most insistent yet - he avoids the anatomical insolences of Elvis Presley. Off stage he is modest and
religious, wearing a crucifix and having a painting of Christ inside his guitar case".
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The 1950s saw Charlie reach dizzying heights both sides of the Atlantic; rave reviews, world tours,
cameo appearances in Rock’n’Roll films, topping the pop charts. A second hugely successful
British tour followed in 1958 but, the record business being what it is, the sixties was not kind to
Charlie through no fault of his own. Disastrous business dealings associated with his record
company and management sent his career into a spiralling decline. however being the trooper he
is, being the magnificent musician he is, with determination and belief in his talent, he simply
graciously waited for his time to come around again, whilst continuing to perform throughout his
native USA. With the mid-seventies Rockabilly boom, Rock’n’Roll and vintage Rhythm and Blues
saw many, by then legendary, performers finally receiving the acclaim that had up to then been
denied, recording and touring extensively particularly in the UK and European mainland. Come
1979 Charlie’s time had finally come again and he was back in the UK, the country which he and
Joan his wife had held with much affection since their first visits some twenty years before, playing
to many fans that remembered him from the fifties but far many more young folks who would be
discovering him for the very first time. As you can see from reviews reproduced below, he blew
them all away.
Once again thank you to Neil Foster for providing these reviews.

The Tales From The Woods Band, as so many of you good folks stated after our wonderful show
at the Borderline on 5th June 2016, no other band other than they could have created the most
authentic swamp rock/pop sound of south west Louisiana as they achieved on that night behind
Gene Terry who we brought to the UK for the first time. Some who witnessed Gene’s show in the
USA southlands were even heard to say more so than the American musicians.
The TFTW Band’s reputation as a backing band is well known to be second to none; however,
come Sunday 19th March at the Spice Of Life, as well as backing the great Charlie Gracie, they
will be stepping into the spotlight in their own right. I have been granted the honour of taking a
peep at what they have in store upon this very special evening. I will just simply say, try and be in
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the venue by 8pm, this is going to be something else! The finest Rock’n’Roll backing band in the
land, standing alone, they are going to blow your socks off.

© Paul Harris

























I'm pleased to say that the short article I wrote last issue reminiscing about the wonderful old
former cinema and variety theatre, the Tottenham Palace, garnished considerable interest, many
folks emailing to say they too remember visiting this old north London picture house in years past.
We here at Tales From The Woods tend not to make plans too much for what may or may not
appear in these pages, preferring to let things happen naturally. I thought however I would follow it
up with another piece on same subject; maybe we can carry on until it outruns its welcome or I get
bored with doing it, whatever comes first.
As social commentators are often keen to comment, which I'm in entire agreement with, once a
city area, town, or village loses its cinema, theatre or other similar establishments of popular
culture, it rapidly loses its dignity, social deprivation awaits just around the next corner. If proof is
required look no further than Lewisham. This south London suburb lies less than six miles from the
Tales From The Woods office and residence at Bromley, Kent although I'm sure that many
residents of this borough would prefer if it was more than sixty.
Unlike the Tottenham Palace, Lewisham Odeon no longer stands, this art deco masterpiece torn
down to make way for a town centre bypass (that has since become a notorious rat run) and
depressingly uniform indoor shopping centre where outside its pavements are only walked either
by the very brave or fool hardy after dark. During the course of its ten year decline into dereliction
three applications for a bingo licence for the venue were flatly turned down. By all accounts other
attempts for alternative uses made to the farcically corrupt Labour controlled council were all met
with the same instant dismissal.
Lewisham Odeon, named originally as the Gaumont Palace, opened its
doors in 1932; a grand opening featuring two films, “Midship Maid”
starring possibly the biggest star of stage, screen and radio at that time
Jessie Matthews, the other film being "Westward Passage" in the lead
role none other than Sir, or just simply Laurence Olivier as he would have
been back then.
Once inside the foyer your eyes met polished macassar wood walls,
walnut wood encased display panels, the
auditorium was capable of seating a little
over 3000 persons, indeed one of the
largest cinemas in the entire United Kingdom with tall arches
stretching upwards each side of the walls, and stepped ceiling
containing cove lighting, surely a place of magnificence. It closed for
a number of months during World War II after suffering bomb
damage, and again in 1962 after a fire caused by over excited
children during a showing of "Guns Of Navarone" which led to
several months closure and forcing a planned concert with the great
Jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald to be transferred to the Trocadero,
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Elephant and Castle.
Virtually from the start stage shows were a regular feature at Lewisham’s finest; during the thirties,
Carmen Miranda, Victor Borge and the aforementioned Jessie Matthews appeared this time in
person. In the fifties, Nat King Cole, Johnny Ray, Sarah Vaughan, Ted Heath’s Orchestra, and
later in the decade Cliff Richard and The Shadows. The sixties saw The Beatles, Roy Orbison,
Rolling Stones, and come the seventies I sat within this palace of art deco and witnessed some of
my great musical heroes. Johnny Cash, Little Richard returning to salvage his reputation after the
debacle at 1972’s London Rock’n’Roll festival at Wembley stadium, Chuck Berry whom that night
had the wonderful Roy Young band in support, in 1977 I saw Carl Perkins giving a performance of
a lifetime to a standing room only ecstatic crowd, if that is not enough Bo Diddley was in support. If
that ain’t a wow factor, don't know what is.
Lewisham Odeon would close its doors for the final time upon 14th February 1981 lying unloved
and increasingly derelict until torn down in October 1991. There was talk at the turn of this present
century that, on a tiny segment of wall surrounded by a small area of green, a plaque could be
placed honouring the rich cultural heritage of this cinema/theatre; sadly the remaining piece of wall
was removed before the idea could bear fruit.

























Great news gang! Not only we can confirm the date of the next Borderline
show, we can also announce three of the artists who will be performing.
The date is Sunday 28th May 2017, confirmed to appear is veteran
rhythm and blues pianist, organist and pioneer from those heady days of
the sixties blues scene, making his TFTW stage debut, Zoot Money.
Those of you who have followed us through the years will know here at
TFTW we hold the late great Lonnie Donegan in very high esteem. Lucky
Woodies will without doubt remember his son Peter along with his father’s
Zoot Money
band performing a knock out set for us at London’s Kings Cross WaterRats venue way back in 2006. Peter Donegan is finally coming back
after a lapse of over eleven years, only this time with the incredibly
versatile Tales From The Woods band sharing the stage. If that is not
enough, I'm pretty sure that a guest or two will be joining the son of
Lonnie on the night. In January 2016 the front man of the Nashville
Teens, Ray Phillips made his debut at the Borderline, and put on a
show that was a pure knock out. Many have asked since, "When is he
coming back?" Well the answer is 28th May. There will be a special
guest or two along with another shared headliner, so keep an eye on
our website and Facebook - as soon as confirmations are received,
Ray Phillips © Paul Harris
announcements will be made.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to songwriter/poet/singer/novelist and
musician, Leonard Cohen who died on 7th November 2016 aged 82.
The summer of 1976 was a summer that broke all
records, as yet unequalled, unlikely to be
surpassed, me sporting a tan befitting a pampered
young man with little to do and less to care about
other than spending hours soaking up the sun
upon stretches of sand at St Tropez although the
reality was far different. The New Victoria Palace
Theatre, London, present day home to long
running hit musicals, back in the seventies was
host to a diverse array of one night stands. An
extremely hot August evening where, even as dusk
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fell, temperatures refused to drop below 90°, was maybe not the ideal setting for a marathon
Leonard Cohen concert, clocking in at just a few minutes short of four hours. I have always had a
soft spot for the man I referred to as 'Laughing Lenny' given his reputation that those who were
prone to listening to his songs of love lost, loneliness, abandonment and death were left with an
uncontrolled desire to slit their wrists. However it was all performed by Cohen with a twinkle in the
eye, an element of self-mockery and a dry sense of humour that played up to that very image.
Leonard Cohen was born in Westmount, an affluent suburb of Montreal, Canada, on 21st
September 1934. His father Nathan ran a hugely successful clothing business and his mother
Masha, a rabbi’s daughter, was first to spot the boy’s ability as a wordsmith at a very early age,
given much encouragement for creation of his essays. Contradictory to his obviously well to do
middle class background, particularly in those far off immediate post war years, he developed a
love of what we now call traditional Country music. Reference was given many decades later in
one of his many masterpieces to that of Hank Williams in the song "Tower Of Song" when
Rock’n’Roll spread across the border to Canada in the mid-fifties. Cohen embraced it, as recently
in an interview with the Guardian newspaper in 2013 he was quoted as saying "I always loved
Rock’n’Roll, I remember the first time we heard Elvis Presley, Little Richard, it felt like we were
being liberated, how relieved and grateful that a generation had been given a feeling of selfexpression".
Whilst studying English at McGill University he formed a country and
western band 'The Buckskin Boys' which in effect was more of a relaxing
side line for a literary career that sat patiently waiting in the wings. The
wait was brief, his first collection of poems entitled "Let Us Compare
Mythologies" was published in 1956, his second "The Spice Box Of Earth"
hit the bookshop shelves in 1961, and the rather provocatively titled
"Flowers For Hitler" hit the streets in 1964 which won him a Quebec
Literary Award. Two years later his first novel "Beautiful Losers" in 1966
that had the Boston Globe newspaper declaring they had found James
Joyce alive and well, and living in Montreal.
A restless Cohen had left his native Canada to wander the continent of
Europe, later to settle on the Greek island of Hydra where he met
Marianna Jenson, the great love of his younger life, to whom the song "So
Long Marianna" was dedicated, which appeared on his first album alongside classic Cohen sides
such as "Suzanne", "Bird On A Wire", "Sisters Of Mercy". The album entitled "Songs Of Leonard
Cohen" saw release in the final weeks of 1967, and it would prove to be a career milestone,
despite the savaging it received by the critics particularly here in the United Kingdom.
Conveniently overlooked now, both Cohen and Lou Reed's Velvet Underground were ridiculed by
the liberated sixties flower children, so the fact that these artists have proved to possess influence
far exceeding that often over-rated decade must shower a great deal of egg on many faces. In
1969 the follow up "Songs From A Room" cemented a reputation that would remain for life, while
the following year 1970 would see him selling out the Royal Albert Hall and appearing at rock
festivals at Bath and the Isle Of Wight.

With Julie Felix

Naturally by temperament unsuited for performing and
constant touring, often happier to drop out of the spotlight to
concentrate on his poetry, resulting in the publication of a new
volume of material entitled "The Energy Of Slaves" in 1972. A
theatrical tribute to his work ran on Broadway during 1973
carrying the title of a song from his first album "Sisters Of
Mercy". His next album saw the light of day in 1974 "New Skin
For An Old Ceremony" - a song contained within "Chelsea
Hotel 2" told explicitly of a brief encounter with wild child
Rock/Blues singer Janis Joplin which took place inside the
walls of this New York landmark. Cohen performed this song
at the aforementioned New Victoria Palace concert, sparing
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not the graphic detail or affection held for this tragically insecure soul.
An inconceivably inappropriate pairing of Phil Spector as producer of Cohen’s 1979 album "Death
Of A Ladies Man" appeared to tick all the right boxes, although it is not known if either of them
were invited to each other home's as guests for dinner in the years that followed. His final album of
the 1970s "Recent Songs", released as the decade was drawing to close, gave a sneaky
indication of where his life may be heading if not necessarily his career. Studying Buddhism
became a preoccupation in the eighties, while the nineties saw himself shutting himself away in a
monastery at Mount Baldy California as a Zen Buddhist monk, going by the name of Jikan (The
Silent One).
The dawn of the present century found Cohen emerging from his
years of self-exile to record new material, in 2001 "New Songs"
and in 2004 "Dear Heather". He discovered during his years as
Jikan that his manager had been helping himself to his money,
and it came as quite a shock to wake up one morning to discover
he was in fact penniless; all that he had earned since the
beginning of his career had vanished, so he did what he had to
do, set out on a series of gruelling tours across countries and
At Glastonbury
continents. The trauma certainly brought about an incendiary
charge of creativity through albums and collections of poetry appearing in the first ten years of this
century, including a headlining appearance at Glastonbury where he performed the song that had
propelled him to a new audience, "Hallelujah", that singer songwriter Jeff Buckley had taken to the
top of the US charts in 2008. If for some Buckley’s too sweet version was a little too much to take,
it could not conceivably compare to a version that pipped it to the post in the UK, that by TV talent
show X Factor winner Alexandra Burke. A full tilt, over-produced orchestral backing complete with
a heavenly choir and quasi-religious overtones, a cascading mess of pomposity that could only be
produced by Simon Cowell (for those who may not own or watch television he is creator and
panellist on the show).
Fears of declining health reared its head when collapsing on stage in Valencia although he was
soon back on his feet performing dates in Israel. Album releases appeared throughout these
twilight years including one to celebrate his 80th birthday "Popular Problems" in 2014 and just last
October 2016 he released his 14th and final album "You Want It Darker" a very sombre affair,
reflecting both on a life lived and its rapidly approaching end.
Although far too many to list here, as you can imagine from an artist whose creativity lay in so
many different fields his awards were many and varied including entry to the Rock’n’Roll hall of
fame.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to pop/Rock’n’Roll singer and rhythm
guitarist Bobby Vee who died 24th October 2016 aged 73.
Bobby Vee born Robert Velline on 30th April 1943 in Fargo, North Dakota was
certainly a divisive figure amongst fans of roots Rock’n’Roll, often seen as
possibly the first and head honcho of the league of 'Bobby boys' that flooded the
American music scene, offering an insipid version of true Rock’n’Roll at the
close of the fifties through to the early sixties. To borrow Jerry Lee Lewis’s often
repeated quote "There was Bobby this and Bobby that".
Indeed! And they were all from the northern states, all pretty
boys and all of Italian/American extraction but ironically Bobby Vee was not, he
was of Norwegian and Finnish heritage. Others would suggest that Vee was
head and shoulders above the rest, making well-crafted pop records and
possessing a Rock’n’Roll heart. There is no doubt he was a big fan of all the
Rock’n’Roll originals, particularly Buddy Holly, and he would later record with
'The Crickets'. I personally share the latter view. I saw Bobby Vee on stage a
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couple of times, not in his sixties heyday but much later, the last decade of the last century, where
I was impressed by his professionalism and very musically tight band behind him which included
his son.
Raised by a very much music loving family, his father Ronald was a chef by trade and musician for
love, playing fiddle in a local country band, a jazz loving uncle who was proficient on saxophone,
his mother Cecilia who sang at every opportunity that should come her way, offering much
encouragement to her youngest son as his obvious talent began to develop in childhood. Two
elder brothers, Bill and Sydney Jnr played guitars, and formed a band of their own as soon as their
teenage years evolved. Bobby by now was playing saxophone in a high school band and, like
millions of teenagers across the globe, was swept off his feet when Rock’n’Roll broke through. By
the time he was 15 he was pestering his elder brothers to join their band and, despite
reservations, they let their 15 year old kid brother become a member. They called themselves
"The Shadows". As I've pointed out so many times before, unlike virtually all other roots music
publications we are often not preaching to the converted, so therefore need to mention this was
before the existence of the hit making British outfit of the same name. All too soon Bobby was
fronting the family band, attracting the attention of the girls, and word was spreading rapidly.
His hero Buddy Holly was due to perform less
than 50 miles away, but tragically Buddy along
with the Big Bopper and 17 year old Ritchie
Valens and their 20 year old inexperienced pilot
of a private plane, after taking off in appalling
weather conditions, heavy snow causing near
zero visibility, crashed and killed all aboard, the
date 3rd February 1959. Bobby Vee was
amongst the local performers who were asked if
they were willing to step into the shoes of their
departed heroes allowing the show to go on
which they did and, for the 15 year old, the big
break he so clearly craved came about in a
manner he would never have wished for.
On June 1st 1959 Bobby and his band headed out to Minneapolis, Minnesota to record their debut
single for local company Soma Records. "Susie Baby" sold extremely well within a localised area,
enough for word to spread to Liberty records who signed them up, although they must have
thought if, in their haste, they had done the right thing. A few follow ups failed to ignite interest
including a cover of, unusually at the time, a huge British hit, "What Do You Want", which Adam
Faith took to the no 1 position in the UK charts. However no such luck for Vee, as his version sank
without trace. In the latter half of 1960 his fortunes changed dramatically when the song "Devil Or
Angel" peaked at no 6 on the US pop charts. So began a hugely successful string of hits that saw
38 top hundred entries in his native country and seven top twenty here in the UK, titles that are
now pretty much part of pop music history; "Rubber Ball", "More Than I Can Say", "Take Good
Care Of My Baby", "Run To Him", and "Night Of A Thousand Eyes" to name but a few.
The aforementioned "Bobby Vee Meets The Crickets" became one
of the biggest selling albums of 1963, but as the sixties gave way to
the seventies the hits dried up, although he would forever remain an
in-demand touring act worldwide as well as recording new material.
Diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease in 2011 he was forced to retire
from performing but by all accounts he took the tragic news in his
stride, bought a family winter home in Arizona where they built a
studio and recorded songs that have been firm favourites amongst
family members for many years, much of which has since seen the
light of day on a CD. Last year the illness reached its advanced
state, and he died at home surrounded by his family.
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Tales From The Woods belatedly raises a glass and says farewell to rhythm and blues singer,
drummer, comedian and dancer Tommy Brown who died on March 12th 2016 aged 84.
Tommy Brown resurfaced in the music business whilst this
present century was still in its infancy and was very much taken
to the hearts of European Rock’n’Roll and rhythm and blues
fans, his recordings beginning with "Atlantic Boogie" released
on the Regent label and subsidiary of the now legendary Savoy
label way back in 1949.

Tommy Brown, Blues Estafette,
Utrecht, Holland, 13-11-04
© Paul Harris

It was at the annual Rhythm Riot, near the sun kissed Camber
Sands in Sussex during the bonnie month of November that I
caught the wonderful R&B veteran in action. Despite being well
into his seventh decade he had energy that would have found a
man half his age wanting; one particular party trick was whilst
performing an up tempo rhythm and blues song he would fall flat
on his face, leaving his audience in a state of shock thinking
something terrible had befallen him, before springing to his feet,
huge grin on his face, breaking into a dance whilst continuing to
perform the song. Enthusiastically engaging, a natural comedic
talent and dancer, no doubt a craft learnt to perfection through
many long years spent on the 'chitlin' circuit throughout the
south lands.

Tommy Brown was born in Lumpkin, Georgia on May 27th
1931. Son of a preacher, music became the dominant force in his life as childhood passed into his
teenage years and adulthood, the immediate post war years being a boom time for up tempo
rhythm and blues. Tommy, already proficient behind the drum kit, formed his own band and played
anywhere and for anything to gain exposure around his native Atlanta before coming to the notice
of roving talent scouts. His first recording, the aforementioned "Atlanta Boogie" which contains one
of the earliest references to Rock’n’Roll, sold well locally and across the south generally, where he
continued to perform throughout his long career. It was not until hooking up with hugely popular
band leaders the Griffin Brothers, Jimmy on trombone and Ernest 'Buddy' on piano, that things
really took off. Now signed to Dot Records "Tra La La" shot into the R&B top ten during the
summer of 1951. Despite Tommy handling the vocals and making the record the hit it became, the
Griffin Brothers, for some reason lost in time, overlooked to give him any credit on the track. By
the end of the year they were sitting at the very top of the rhythm and blues charts with "Weeping
and Crying" and not only did he receive credit on the record, he was given the mantle that would
remain his calling card for the rest of his life - Tommy "Weeping and Crying" Brown.
Tommy would go on to cut some fine sounds for an abundance of labels throughout the fifties,
many of which would become a staple of his European stage shows. "Old Rockin’ Chair" a
particularly no holds sax blasting piece of rocking R&B, "The House Near The Railroad Track", "V8
Cadillac Baby" to name but a few. He also had a softer side which can be heard on bluesy ballads
such as "Goodbye Baby", "You Got To Deal Sometime". Relocating during the latter half of the
fifties to Chicago where he found gainful employment drumming and singing in Bill Doggett’s band,
later cutting a vocal interpretation of Doggett’s hugely successful instrumental hit "Honky Tonk",
also spending time on the road as part of Ike Turner’s band, as well as Chicago blues man Walter
Horton, finishing up this century with his European rebirth.
The fifties gave way to the sixties, by now Tommy’s act was pretty much entirely a comedy routine
with a little dancing and singing thrown into the mix, even cutting a couple of comedy albums.
Come the late seventies he felt his time in the spotlight was over, spending the next couple of
decades managing a care home in his native Atlanta. Unbeknown to him a few thousand miles
away across the Atlantic ocean, Rock’n’Roll dance floors were jiving, lindy hopping, strolling and
bopping to records he cut decades prior. A new century meant a new life, once again treading the
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boards; when not performing in Europe he took up residencies at a couple of long running Atlanta
venues, working alongside a couple of local bands "The Breeze Kings" and "The Shadows" (no
relation to the British institution or indeed the Shadows that were Bobby Vee’s group). In 2014
Tommy was diagnosed with a serious heart ailment that sadly called time on his high energy stage
act and he retired quietly from show business. The following year he was finally inducted into the
Memphis Tennessee Rhythm and Blues Hall Of Fame.

The Folkestra have been steadily building up a reputation
as a band to watch for a few years now, particularly
around their home territory of East Lancashire. I have
seen them perform several times, usually at one of the
Great British R&B unofficial fringe venues over the August
bank holiday weekends, where they exude pride and
passion in their music.
This is their first full length CD, and what a terrific twelvetracker it is. Recorded at Suff Studio in Colne, and neatly
packaged to include the lyrics of the snappily titled songs
which are all original compositions; the sound quality is
warm and bright.
The music is enthusiastic, strongly felt, folk with a lively
edge to it and a toe-tapping beat. The Pogues, Woodie
Guthrie, Billy Bragg, Richard Thompson and Joe Strummer figure amongst the band's influences.
Songs range from the uptempo No Captain - an attack on David Cameron's leadership and
subsequent resignation - to the more delicate Sea Of Antiquity and its suggestion of lost souls.
Along the way are the robust Battle, the sincere lament about coping with the loss of loved ones in
For The Memory, the drinking and having a good-time shanty Steady Away, plus Idle Hands which
bemoans the dearth of British, and in particular Northern, industry.
Wholehearted, melodic vocals are accompanied by a cluster of adeptly played harmonious
instruments from The Folkestra; consisting of Emmott Garnett (vocals/guitar), Robz Style
(guitar/vocals), Dean Roberts (banjo/double bass/accordion), David Lewis (mandolin/harmonica),
Chris O'Connor on piano and drummer Tony Dixon.
Woodies who made the Ken Major led USA trips in 2003 and 2005 may well remember young
Dean Roberts accompanying his mother Linda, and who was, no doubt, influenced by some of the
music that he heard in New Orleans, Lafayette, and some of the other southern places we visited.
This CD can be ordered from thefolkestra.com and their music can also be found on iTunes,
YouTube and Spotify.
Lee Wilkinson
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Dear Sister Rosa…
Dear Sister Rosa,
Life is a bit routine for me at the moment and even my fantasies are
a bit dull.
Can you help?
Bored Woodie
Sister Rosa replies:-Dear Bored Woodie,
Most of us lead deadly dull lives for the most part and I'm going to offer the usual advice of getting
out more and helping the less fortunate. Of greater concern is the lamentable state you have
allowed your fantasy life to lapse into. This must be remedied forthwith.
The importance of an active fantasy life is that it is an essential supplement to well-being which
fills the satisfaction deficit of everyday life. Of course it is necessary to maintain the obligations of
real life first and not confuse the two. After this you are free to allow your imagination to take you
anywhere with no censure or limitation of time, space or resources.
Look at any photograph of Woodies at leisure and you
can see how successfully they have balanced their
real and fantasy life to make them the well balanced
people they are.
As a child growing up in post-war London, life was
short of luxuries and colour. My fantasy at the time
was of brass bound pirate chests bulging with gold
and the kind of huge sparkling gems which Disney's
Seven Dwarves chipped so easily from the mine in
their day job.
More recently I'm not sure that Dr Thorpe and I would
have celebrated a recent landmark anniversary
without the judicious use of fantasy in our private life.
I hope I am making myself clear and some examples are :Miserable rainy day - conjure up a bright tropical palm beach… without the expense and
inconvenience of travel. Or the dangers of hurricanes and falling coconuts.
Nagging unfit partner - in a trice you can have a smiling mute of your specific requirements.
Body letting you down? Scale Everest and swim across oceans in your fantasy world.
So important - in my medical opinion - is a rich fantasy life that I have set up a fund for the
fostering of fulfilling fantasies. The fund will be called "FANTASY FUND" for simplicity and I am
moved to pledge my fee for my column for the foreseeable future to help fantasy challenged
Woodies. I would urge other contributors to this magazine to do the same for this worthy cause.
Happy fantasies

Sister Rosa Thorpe
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tracks Of My Year
Once more I start the year with the annual review of the purchases/acquisitions that I made during
the year just passed. Again I have selected one track from each of the albums that I enjoyed the
most, to the tune of nine.
Blackboy Hill (from the Larry Bartley & Just Us! album Beauty In The
Hideous recorded in 2013 and 2014).
Anyone familiar with the London jazz scene will have seen bassist Larry
Bartley on more than one occasion, invariably in bands led by others. Here
he leads a quartet comprising Tony Kofi (alto sax), Ed Jones (tenor sax),
and Rod Youngs (drums). Blackboy Hill, divided into three parts, is a
typically challenging Larry Bartley composition that combines a political
pungency with searing emotion (somewhat reminiscent of the great Charles
Mingus). My album of the year.
Isn’t It A Pity (from the Scott Hamilton album Nocturnes & Serenades
recorded in 2005).
In an album recorded nearly forty years after his first, Scott Hamilton, with
the aid of his regular British rhythm section, essayed a selection of what
Frank Sinatra called saloon songs, and in doing so produced a succulent
musical repast, best enjoyed relaxing with a Scottish malt or wine of your
choice.
All of the participants displayed finely-calibrated taste and
technique on this lovely album.
Mount Harissa (from the Duke Ellington album Far East Suite recorded in
1966).
The music on this album was inspired by the Ellington band’s 1963 State
Department tour, not of the Far East, but the Near East. Mount Harissa is
situated fifteen miles from Beirut and is crowned by a huge statue of Our
Lady of Lebanon, whose shrine apparently draws Christians and Muslims
from all over the world. Ellington was not fazed at all by this, and he
composed a piece that probably swung too much for either group. For
once he featured himself, in addition to Paul Gonsalves on tenor sax, a stalwart of the band for
many years.
The Way You Look Tonight (from The Dave Brubeck Quartet album Jazz
At Oberlin recorded in 1953).
Not everyone’s favourite piano player, but Dave Brubeck was both
intelligent and a mensch. When he appeared on the cover of Time
magazine in 1954, he apologized to Ellington, as he thought that the
honour should have gone to the bandleader. This Jerome Kern and
Dorothy Fields composition, played as a
rather quick quickstep, has alto-saxophonist
Paul Desmond revealing a deft touch at such a fast pace and Dave
Brubeck enjoying the chance to swing. Of course, it can’t beat the
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers performance in Swing Time, but
who could?
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Ugetsu (from Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers album Ugetsu recorded in
1963).
This version of drummer Art Blakey’s Messengers with its regular front line
of Wayne Shorter (tenor saxophone), Freddie Hubbard (trumpet), and
Curtis Fuller (trombone) was recorded in live performance at Birdland. By
now Shorter had become the primary composer for the group, but this tune
was actually a composition by pianist Cedar Walton. It begins with some
Tyner-esque chording from Cedar Walton, which gives way to free-flowing
solos by Freddie Hubbard and Wayne Shorter, the kind of young turks that Blakey was always
seeking for his band.
The Creator Has A Master Plan (from the Pharoah Sanders album
Karma recorded in 1969).
This famous number was written by tenor saxophonist Pharoah Sanders
and vocalist Leon Thomas. Very much influenced by John Coltrane at the
time, Pharoah Sanders’ spiritual performance extended to almost thirtythree minutes with liberal lashings of fire and brimstone, whereas when the
vocalist came to record his own version a short while later, he required no
more than five. In 1995 the tune attracted renewed attention when it was
covered by Brooklyn Funk Essentials on their debut album Cool And
Steady And Easy.
The Christmas Song (from the Dexter Gordon album The Panther!
recorded in 1970).
Composed by Robert Wells and Mel Tormé in 1945 and a hit for Nat King
Cole a year later, the opening lyric “Chestnuts roasting on an open fire”
calls to mind days of yore when there was no need to encourage the
public to eat fruit and polluting was virtually compulsory. Although Dexter
Gordon was based in Europe at this time, he returned to New York and
enjoyed the aid of a US rhythm section led by Tommy Flanagan on this
recording, a beautifully-played ballad, as you would expect from the ‘Long Tall’ man.
Ugly Beauty (from the Thelonious Monk album Underground recorded in
1967 and 1968).
A rarity, being an oxymoron and also the only waltz that Thelonious Monk
ever recorded. The LP track was severely trimmed for reasons of space,
but on the second reissue CD we get the whole recording to investigate
and delight us. We can also enjoy the cover art, which purports to show
Monk as a member of the French resistance, and which won a Grammy in
1968 as the year’s best. Sadly it was also the last album on which tenor
saxophonist and loyal band member Charlie Rouse appeared.
Fast Asleep (from the Zoe Rahman album Dreamland recorded in 2016).
The first solo album is always a difficult challenge for a pianist used to
playing in a trio. However much practice is carried out alone, the support
and inspiration of the other members is no longer there. This was not a
problem for Zoe Rahman, whose whole life, one suspects, is imbued with
‘The Sound of Surprise’. This track was written while her newly-born son
was sleeping. How he did not waken during the tune’s creation, given
Zoe’s propensity to occasional firmly struck notes, points to the title. The
music itself reflects dreamy-eyed parental love, and hints at the child’s
playfulness when not sleeping.
Dave Carroll
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The title refers to Welwyn Garden City Urban District Council's response to requests to install the
first set of traffic lights in the town, to cope with the brief rush-hour traffic when the many factories
and offices closed for the day. They opposed zebra crossings with Belisha beacons for the same
reason. Instead they introduced the mini-roundabout, probably some of the first in the country.
This was in the 1960s when I lived there, but on return visits to relatives in later decades I see they
finally allowed traffic lights.
I have been reading about some of the Woodies’ trips along the Lea Valley, which took them to the
Welwyn Garden City area and Stanborough Park with its artificial lakes near the River Lea. This
park and the lakes were not there in the 1960s, just disused gravel pits. Nearby was a huge refuse
tip, and not far outside the town a derelict army camp, about the only places for children to play.
The town did not possess a proper park at all, contrary to the plans for garden cities by Sir
Ebenezer Howard, who instigated Letchworth first then Welwyn Garden City between the two
world wars. His plans had large swathes of open countryside sweeping in towards the center of
the towns, creating natural parklands. Certainly this never happened in Welwyn Garden City,
which was declared a 'new town' after the Second World War. Huge housing estates were built on
the Eastern side of town, owned and rented out not by the Council but by the Development
Corporation when I lived there.

The whole town was divided in two by the railway tracks (London-Edinburgh). On the Eastern side
was the Welgar Shredded Wheat factory and the industrial area, and beyond that the
Development Corporation estates. On the posh West side of town was the shopping center
including Welwyn Department Store (later taken over by John Lewis), the only cinema/theater, and
the middle-class owner-occupied houses. The Eastern side had its own mini-shopping center,
Woodhall parade including a supermarket, but we
Easterners would also go over the main railway bridge
to the Howardsgate/Parkway area to shop.
Westerners would rarely venture to the Eastern side of
town, as I found out when a CND supporter gave me a
lift home and looked horrified when I said she had to go
over the railway bridge protesting she had never been
over to THAT side of town. I might just as well have
asked her to drive through Checkpoint Charlie into East
Berlin, it would have been equally as alien to her.
All there was in the way of parkland when I lived in the
town was one recreation ground mainly for football, and the formally laid out Howardsgate and
Parkway gardens near the center with a fountain where these two thoroughfares met by the main
shopping center. They were not proper parks - no children's playground and just a few seats. You
were, in fact, sitting in the middle of dual carriageways, albeit with relatively little traffic.
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If you ventured across the posh West side of town just outside was Sherrards Wood, but as the
London Transport bus services were quite poor (few if any on Sundays and Bank Holidays) we all
acquired bicycles to get around.
My mother got a council exchange in 1961 from Wood Green to Welwyn Garden City to a house
on the edge of town. It was completely the wrong place and the wrong time for me. I was just
finishing college at 16, and commuted to Tottenham for the last few months of my secondary
education. The move was a total disaster for me, it ruined my teenage and, in fact, my whole
working life. Being 16 and leaving secondary education the year we moved it meant I knew
nobody my own age in the town as I had not gone to school or college there. Worse still, everyone
else leaving college in Tottenham got career advice based on their abilities. When I went along
with the others they refused to give me any advice because I had moved from Middlesex, as it
then was, to Hertfordshire. They referred me to the Welwyn Garden City Employment Office, but
they too refused to give me any career advice because I had gone to school/college in another
county. I therefore ended up in a dead-end job using none of the skills I had acquired in college,
my GCE passes were totally ignored.
In retrospect I realize I should have been advised to go into journalism based on my writing skills,
starting in the local newspaper offices possibly. Nor could I use my considerable touch-typewriting
skills in this first job, these too were ignored by the Employment Office. They simply were not
interested, and I was not a Hertfordshire pupil so the local Career Advice Office would not help
guide me either, because I had taken my exams and been trained in another county. I blame the
Tottenham Career Advice Office; I was still a pupil at Tottenham Technical College and it should
not have mattered that I had moved home and commuted for the last few months before leaving
college.
My brother, four years younger, made new friends at school and college in Welwyn Garden City. I
just mixed with middle-aged, middle-class people from mainly the West side of town in the local
CND group and Labour Party (the memberships were almost identical). I knew nobody my own
age, so in that sense missed out on my teenage years completely. I felt like a complete outsider
the seven years I lived there from age 16 to 23 when I left the town for good, at least as far as
people my own age were concerned who had all gone to school and college together and grew up
in the town.
There were no youth clubs in the town that I was aware of, no dance halls, nothing for young
people to do except gather in the Wimpy Bar next to the railway station selling purple hearts made
in the local Smith Kline and French factory to drug dealers from London. I never knew anything of
this, except that my mother worked at the factory for a time. I would not have known a purple
heart from a red button, or an amphetamine from an aspirin.
My first job was as a work-study clerk in the office of a printers. I had to use a slide-rule to work
out bonuses. Tiring of this I got a job at CND headquarters in London near Aldersgate, and
commuted each day. If, however, I went to the cinema in London after work I would have to walk
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home in the pitch black, about 2 or 3 miles from the station. Buses finished early, and taxis also
finished before the last train from London. After 11 pm the town was dead, and the street lights
were turned off, usually as I was about halfway home.
Shops and pubs were strictly planned. There were I believe only about 6 public houses in the
whole town which then numbered over 30,000 people. Each outlying area was permitted one pub
and four or five shops, so you could have, say, a butcher, a chemist, a newsagent , a small
grocery shop, but no greengrocer. If you wanted to do anything to your rented house, such as put
up a poster, you were supposed to get planning permission from the Development Corporation.
Advertising hoardings were banned except on the railway station platforms and on small obelisks
in the shopping centers.
What we did have, in the 1960s, were London bus stops,
identical to those in London itself. Green London Country
buses, the same as the ones in London itself except painted
green, served most of the Home Counties, all numbered with
three digits beginning 3 or 4.
My time in Welwyn Garden City was pretty miserable for a
teenager. Knowing nobody my own age, my mother had to
invite her bosses from work and cousins for my 21st birthday
party. Few people from my own office in London could make it
to Hertfordshire to celebrate with me. I spent my teenage with older people in CND activities and
at Labour Party meetings. I had very little real social life. There were a few folk song evenings
early on, and in later years I discovered Mike Raven's Rock’n’Roll record hops at the Flamingo in
Wardour Street, to which I went with my brother, again having to walk home from the station when
we got back to Welwyn Garden City. Our mother did not really approve of us visiting a club in the
Soho area of London, what is now Chinatown, once a week.
As for WGC, as it was known locally, I escaped the wretched place in 1968, having had more than
I could stand, and found rooms back in London. On return visits to relatives I saw the town
gradually change. Owner-occupied houses started being built on the Eastern side, one owned by
my aunt and uncle. London Transport was privatised and new companies ran the local buses, so
London bus stops and the London Transport bus garage in nearby Hatfield disappeared forever.
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield councils combined, and the field at the back where we first
moved was built on. The two towns were only separated by Stanborough Park and a few fields.
On one return visit to my grandparents' bungalow I made some remark to a man in the street
about the many grass verges. He echoed my sentiments when he said: 'Yes, they shove grass up
your nose here!' Exactly. Grass, grass everywhere, but not a proper park anywhere in sight. Even
Stanborough Park is to the south of town and not easily accessible by public transport. The
nearest dance hall, where I saw Jerry Lee Lewis perform in 1966, was the Locarno in Stevenage,
several miles to the north.
While the view was nice outside my bedroom window overlooking the fields and pine trees of
Ascots Farm (later built on), I can think of few other redeeming features for Welwyn Garden City.
My mother moved back there in 1989 at the age of 75, but returned to London 12 years later to be
nearer me. Typical of the problem accessing open countryside around WGC, she once went for a
walk only to find a plane landing behind her. She had wandered on to the Panshanger aerodrome!
Many are the Christmases she spent on her own as there was no way I could get there nor could
she get to me without staying over three nights, which she was reluctant to do. She had no spare
room to put me up either. Once she had moved to Battersea near me things were much easier.
Welwyn Garden City? You're welcome to it! As far as I am concerned it is neither town nor
country, just a boring suburbia with little accessible countryside around it, mainly private farmland
with just a few public footpaths. How glad I was to be back in London with its many parks,
entertainment places and other facilities.
Tony Papard
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Ernestine Anderson sang in church when aged 3, at 12 won a talent contest and sang at
Houston’s Eldorado Ballroom once a week for about 4 months. She attended Seattle’s Garfield High
School and began singing with the Bumps Blackwell Junior Band featuring Quincey Jones and Buddy
Catlett. She left home at 18 to tour with Johnny Otis. Her first single was K.C. Lover/Good Lovin’ Babe
in 1948. Ernestine joined Swedish bandleader Rolf Ericson to tour Europe, and recorded an album in
1958 “Hot Cargo”, one of 6 Mercury Record releases. Died March 2016. Source: Alex Stedman,
Variety, 14.3.2016
2.
Bruce Cutler, Phil Spector’s lead attorney has taken time away from the case to appear in a
new courtroom TV show “Jury Duty.” 3 Jurors listen to small claim cases and if they cannot decide the
case “Judge Cutler” will provide the verdict. Other lawyers who have taken on TV careers include O.J.
Simpson prosecutor Marcia Clark and Simpson’s late lawyer Johnnie Cochran Jr. Cutler said he has
been watching the Spector trial on TV and reading transcripts of the testimony. Cutler said “I don’t
need to be there (court) every day.” Some believe his absence could influence jurors. Source: Linda
Deutsch, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 4.7.2007
3.
Bo Diddley told his audience he did not feel well during a weekend show in Iowa earlier this
month. He was ambulanced to hospital but although his speech is impaired, according to his manager
Margo Lewis, he has made significant progress. Margo said “We’re going to get a guitar for him and
put it in his lap and let him entertain people here. People think that would be good therapy for him”.
Margo said it is uncertain how long Diddley, who has a history of hypertension and diabetes, will be
hospitalised, but believes he will sing again even though he will need speech therapy. Source: The
Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice, 24.5.2007
4.
Born 6.11.41 in Monahans, W. Tx., Guy Charles Clark came to love flamenco guitar and
Mexican music as a boy. Opened a guitar repair shop but hearing songs by Townes Van Zandt
compelled him to be a song writer. Married Susanna Clark and moved to Nashville. Wrote
“Heartbroke”, No. 1 hit for Ricky Scaggs in 1982, then appeared on the charts with “Homegrown
Tomatos”. Wrote “Desperados Waiting For A Train”, “L.A. Freeway”, ”The Randall Knife”, “Texas 1947”
and “Boats To Build”, all Grammy Awards and elected into Nashville Songwriters Hall Of Fame and the
Academy of Country Music’s Poet’s Award. Died 2016. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, 15.5.2016
5.
On Aug. 16, Elvis Presley fans will descend on Memphis for the 30th anniversary of his death.
They will be unaware that CXK, managers of Graceland, are estimating to spend approx. $250m to
refurbish the tourist centre complex with an 80,000 sq.ft new visitors centre, a convention hotel and
high tech museum displays. The existing shops and museums will be levelled. The company has been
buying land for expansion, and had put together 100 acres required for the renovation which would
move the tourist centre to the same side as Graceland in Elvis Presley Blvd. Source: Woody Baird,
Las Vegas Review-Journal, Aug. 2007
6.
Homer Louis Randolph, aka Boots Randolph, was born in Paducah, Ky, and grew up in Cadiz,
Ky., where he learned ukulele, trombone then tenor sax. After army discharge he played jazz at
nightclubs and landed a recording contract in 1958 with RCA as a session musician. Had his own
nightclub in Nashville for 17 years, and charted 13 LPs in the pop charts from 1963 to1972. In 1963
wrote “Yakety Sax” with James Rich* the theme for the Benny Hill show. He performed on Elvis’
“return To Sender”, ”Orbison’s “Oh Pretty Woman” and songs by Buddy Holly and Johnny Cash. Died
resulting from a cerebral haemorrhage July 2007 aged 80. Source: Joe Edwards, Las Vegas-Review
Journal, 4.7.2007
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*article on the Rich family is in the March 2016 American Music Magazine.
7.
Jasja & Gail have relocated their vintage clothing shop from London to San Diego. The shop is
called “The Girl Can’t Help It” and featured in the L.A. Times, it celebrates its 3 year anniversary on
Aug. 20th during “North Park After Dark”. This is a quarterly event held in North Park which features
special late night shopping events. Elvez the Mexican Elvis performed at their opening party, and the
band “The Little Richards” who performed in front of the shop at the 1st anniversary will also play at
the 3rd. The band have released an album with a picture of the shop on the front cover, and words of
tribute for the London vintage scene on the back. Source: Today’s Vintage August 2015
8.
Forbes List is an annual resume of the highest paid country acts. It includes concert tickets,
merchandise, recorded music etc. Garth Brooks topped the list earning an estimated $90m during the
past year. He resumed touring last year after 13 years off the road, and notched the biggest payday in
a single year by a country music act, and is selling more than 2.5m tickets. Toby Keith came in at no. 2
with $53m. Jason Aldean, 38, came in at no. 3 with an estimated $43.5m, with much of it coming from
his “Burn It Down” nationwide tour. Luke Bryan, 39, came in next with $52.5m and Kenny Chesney, 47,
earned $42m mostly from his “Big Revival” tour. Source: Jill Sergeant, L.V. Review Journal, 30.7.2015
9.
Ronnie Hawkins 1. The Last Waltz film in 1976 was a tribute to the Band who played their final
concert in San Francisco. Marty and Mitch Davis saw the film and got hooked on the Band. Marty
heads up a company that manufactures quartz, and he contacted Ronnie offering him an opportunity
to promote their business. A $4m plant will open in Bolton, Canada which will fabricate countertops for
Toronto’s housing market, and Ronnie and the Hawks will play there. Davis’ family also own a $700m
diary in Minneapolis. Ronnie and his wife Wanda had financial problems whilst he had recovered from
a bypass and a pancreatic growth. Source: Ellen Moorhouse, Toronto Star, 4.8.2007
10.
In 2012 the “Play Me I’m Yours” program encouraged pianos to be put onto the streets
worldwide. Rachel Fine is a director of the L.A. Chamber Orchestra which brought the event to L.A.
Glendale Community College. They kept their piano in the middle of a campus quad in a plywood
shelter, and such was the usage it wore out. Students then rallied for a replacement and an old piano
was found and positioned in a more appropriate shelter, and the students continue to use it. Peter
Green, a music professor at the college, says they don’t know how long the 2nd piano will last but it
has become an outdoors fixture and they will replace it if they have to. Source: Jason Song, L.A.
Times, 31.12.2014
11.
Bonnie, Maxine and Jim Ed were the country harmony trio The Browns. From Sparkman,
Arkansas they began singing at school and church functions. In 1952 Maxine entered Jim Ed in a
talent contest but he lost first place to a harmonica player. The radio station that ran the contest were
impressed in any case and made him a regular. The Browns were inducted into the Country Music Hall
Of Fame and Museum after Jim Ed’s death earlier that year. Bonnie died in July and her publicist, Kirt
Webster said Bonnie died in Little Rock of complications from lung cancer. Source: Las Vegas
Review-Journal, 17.7.2016
12.
In 1977 Jerry Lee Lewis appeared on a television special “Nashville Remembers Elvis”, and he
sang ‘Me and Bobby McGee” and “You Win Again”. The previous year he had told a camera crew that
Elvis had failed rock and roll and that “he let the Bobbys take it, Bobby Vinton, Bobby Darin, all the
Bobbys”. When Elvis died on 16.8.1977 a reporter asked Jerry what he thought when he heard the
news. “I was glad” he reportedly said. “Just another one out of the way. I mean, Elvis this, Elvis that.
All we hear is Elvis. What the sh… did Elvis do except take dope I couldn’t get a hold of?” Jerry was
drunk at the time. “After me was “Elvis” he now says. Source: Rick Bragg, AARP Bulletin, Dec. 2014
13.
(1) The Las Vegas New Frontier hotel shut shop 16/7/2007. 3000 people were at the casino at
11pm Sunday and at 12.01 an alarm sounded the closing of the Frontier. Norman Kaye first played
there in 1947 as part of the Mary Kaye Trio. This night Kaye sang two songs with the Dry Martini
Orch., in front of 1000 people and it was his first Vegas performance since ‘66. Kaye was crowned the
Nevada Poet Laureate Emeritus in April. Kaye said “we (Mary Kaye Trio) would start at midnight and
play until 6a.m. taking 15 minute breaks every hour. The Trio were the first true lounge act on the Strip.
Mary died in 1995. Source: Arnold M. Knightly, Las Vegas Review Journal, 16.7.2007

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Hylda Sims
Hylda was on our first ever show, the Skiffle 50 at the Water Rats. Where were you born Hylda?
My whole life has, I suppose, been a bit different from most people. My parents were both married
to somebody else; my father was from Wolverhampton and my mother from Sheffield and they ran
off together and had me. I was born in Manchester but that was just where they happened to be
passing through at the time.
My dad was a peripatetic market salesman who went from market to market. He was a grafter and
a crocus; a grafter is a market tradesman and a crocus is a market trader who sold herbal
remedies, patent medicines. He invented a sort of herbal medicine called Life Ovals and he also
sold something more common then called the Snifter, a kind of smelling salts in a little bottle. So
when I was a kid if I ever had a cold or wasn’t feeling too well I got the Life Ovals and the Snifter
treatment which seems to have stood me in good stead. They travelled round the country and my
dad built a caravan for us to live in so when I was a little kid we travelled round the country in a
caravan for a long time until the Second World War came and they couldn’t really do that
anymore.
My mother, who’d always been not exactly a closet bourgeoisie, she was a good businesswoman
where my dad was a bit of a romantic so I think she was quite relieved to settle us in Norwich and
start a fish company. When the war started they were in the caravan on the coast at Lowestoft, on
the Denes, and they couldn’t stay as all of that coast was mined so they moved into Norwich. At
that time there was a problem getting nutritious food to people so she started this fish cake
business, Norwich Food Products, which made fish cakes that they supplied to hospitals. Growing
from that she had three or four Fish & Chip shops in Norwich, one in Tuckswood which they
actually built which sold fresh fish as well as fish and chips. They did quite well and eventually we
had quite a nice house on the broads and lived a sort of middle-class life. They eventually moved
out of Norwich to London and retired but they were getting on by that time.
To run off, have an illegitimate child and travel the country was fairly unusual in those days. They
were quite radical people, and my dad was a lifelong member of the Communist party. When I
started going to school while we were travelling around, I’d be going to a different school every
week. My parents read a book by A S Neill and they said I must go to a school where they don’t
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ever say no, so they sent me to Summerhill School which is still going
today. The school is democratically run; all the children have a vote,
and you don’t have to go to lessons unless you want to. At that time,
because of the war, it was in North Wales until it came back to Leiston
in Suffolk where it is now. That’s what made me an alternative person
all my life.
Which came first, the music or the poetry?
The music. When I was at school at Summerhill we had a music
teacher who was actually an Austrian concert pianist who’d come to
England to escape Hitler as she was Jewish. She was quite an old
woman already but she gave us music lessons, taught me a bit of
piano and we used to have singing lessons a couple of times a week
which we’d all go to. She had this big book of international folk music
so we sang all these songs together and harmonised and so on, and
that really started off my interest in the whole thing. We just loved
singing. Another person who taught at Summerhill for a short while was Ivor Cutler so I kind of
knew him (he was quite keen on me for a bit but that didn’t work out) and he bought me my first
guitar and taught me the first chords I ever learnt on it, and it went on from there.
I got involved with the burgeoning folk scene of that time, in the late forties to the early fifties. I was
a young teenager by then but was still living in London and there was this group, it was really all
left-wing stuff, called the London Youth Choir run by a guy called John Hasted who was quite a
significant force in the folk field. He played the guitar, wrote music, and was a very kind of upper
class bloke and a scientist. He started this London Youth Choir which I joined and we used to go
around and do gigs, left-wing occasions of one kind or another. We were connected to people like
Ewan MacColl and Bert Lloyd and I started learning and picking up folk songs. I was quite quick to
remember songs in those days so fairly soon I had a repertoire of songs and used to sing them
around, here and there, in the streets sometimes.
The Princess Louise in Holborn became a folk venue - was that later?
That was a bit later. In fact my skiffle band, the City Ramblers, was the first to put on music at the
Princess Louise. It must have been at the end of 1955 or early ’56, something like that. By that
time we’d started the City Ramblers skiffle group. Russell Quaye and I had moved from this rather
primitive place in Waterloo, 50 Pearman Street, where John Pilgrim also lived, to a rather posher
place in Kensington, a big studio which was rather nice. We decided to have a skiffle club there in
the studio and started Studio Skiffle. The landlord, who lived in a big posh house only 30 or 40
yards away from the studio, was not impressed. He said “You can’t do that here” so we looked
around for somewhere else, found the Princess Louise and we used to have a weekly thing there.
The City Ramblers, Nancy Whiskey performed there and took it on when we left to go travelling,
Bert Lloyd performed there, so it was a mixture of folk and skiffle and all sorts.
How did folk evolve into skiffle for you?
We had the London Youth Choir and several people involved in that, particularly John Hasted
himself, started one of the first skiffle groups. They had a club at 44 Gerrard Street, a little before
the Skiffle Cellar which started on the 13th April 1957. The Ramblers were travelling in Germany
and we came back to find that Lonnie Donegan was in the hit parade and skiffle was the flavour of
the moment so we kind of got our act together and went touring with the variety theatre shows.
But going back to how skiffle started. It came out of jazz, from little groups inside jazz bands that
had got interested in playing the blues and other material that came off the vinyl that was coming
from the States with various black American blues artists. There was the folk stuff going on but
we’d go to the 100 Club to have a bop, and we’d go to Cy Laurie’s. Russell played the four-string
guitar, the cuatro, and did mostly funny songs and musical songs and when we met up and the
skiffle thing started going there was Pilgrim, me and him in Pearman Street so we thought let’s
start a skiffle group. We acquired our first tub bass player, an architectural student named
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Lapthorne, and went and played outside Waterloo Station. We played under the arches in Villiers
Street which was great as you got good acoustics and people would come to watch us there.
We got sort of talent spotted by a German agent, a bit mad, called Klaus Bernbruck who offered
us a tour to Germany and Denmark. We made enough money at the Princess Louise to buy an old
ambulance and go off to play his gigs and, when we didn’t have a gig, we’d play in the streets. He
turned out to be quite a strange person; he was an alcoholic basically and he used to get very,
very pissed and his gigs were not very reliable. We went right across Germany and this was
before the wall so we could go right across into East Berlin which we did. We played there at a
youth club and at a club that didn’t fold until recently, the Eierschale, the Eggshell, a famous
German jazz club on the west side of the wall. There are still a few skiffle fans in Germany who
keep in touch with me and fairly recently one of them sent me some tapes that the owner of the
Eierschale made of the Ramblers performing there.
We went up to Denmark and got sort of marooned in Aarhus, right at the tip, with another mad
agent who promised us all sorts of gigs that didn’t materialise. Jack Elliott had been with us but
he’d already gone back. Fortunately in Denmark at that time they had quite a well-organised
musicians union and the guy that had promised us the gigs, not only did many of them not
materialise, he didn’t pay us for the ones we did so we were stuck up there in a hotel with no
money. The jazz union organised a recording for us in Copenhagen with a well-known and wellrespected Danish clarinet player so we made our first record there for Storyville. That gave us the
money to get out of there and come home.
There were a series of international youth festivals every two years organised by the left and I’d
been to one in Bucharest, Romania and one in Warsaw, Poland. There was one in Moscow,
shortly after Khrushchev’s revelations about Stalin so I think the Russians were quite anxious to
open up a bit and show people they were not so monstrous after all and they held this festival in
Moscow in the summer of 1957. We were invited to go on the cultural delegation; we didn’t get
paid but we got a free trip and all the accommodation and the rest of it. When we got there the
Russians themselves were making films so they filmed us but we’d forgotten all about that and
never saw the results of the filming. Two or three years ago this young Russian saxophonist got in
touch with me. He’d been watching late night Moscow television and he’d seen this film called in
Russian "Девушка с гитарой" which means “Girl with a Guitar” (which isn’t me but another girl in
the film) and there were the Ramblers in the middle of all these other international groups. He was
so amazed that that kind of music was going on in Russia at that time that he persevered on the
net and found my email address, put the clip on YouTube and got in touch. I must say it’s a very
well shot bit of film; for that time it’s good quality film. Another Russian guy contacted me and put
us in “InRock”, their magazine, and has sent me a DVD of the whole film.
You said that when you came back from your first trip, you found skiffle had taken off?
That’s when we discovered that skiffle had broken into the hit parade and we nearly missed the
boat. We’d had no idea what was going on in Britain while we were away. Then we sort of missed
the boat again as all the record companies and various commercial aspects of showbiz were
looking for groups they could exploit. We were offered record contracts by Tempo, a small scale
serious jazz label, as well as by Decca which was much more commercial but we were very purist
at the time so thought we should go with Tempo as they were a “proper jazz label”… a big
mistake. Then we did this tour for Delfont starting in the autumn of ‘56, going round the country
playing in these variety shows (which was quite funny) with a singer called Suzi Miller, a black
American rock singer L’il Abner and Dickie Dawson who was a comic at the time and married
Diana Dors eventually. I think Andy Stewart was also on the bill. Brighton was alright and Glasgow
was okay but places like Bradford I don’t quite remember so we went all over the place. We used
to have to do “The Banana Boat Song” as our last number which was a hit at the time. We’d also
have to sometimes do it with the pit band so getting any kind of cohesion between the two was
quite a problem.
Did you meet any of the black American blues guys that were touring at the time like Big Bill
Broonzy?
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I never actually met Big Bill Broonzy but Russell, being a painter, painted him so I think he
probably met him. Muddy Waters I saw on his first show at the Islington Town Hall. We were
rather puritanical in those days and, in general, at that time there were factions and fractions in the
popular music business. There was folk, there was skiffle, there was trad jazz, there was be-bop
coming up and all of them slagged each other off although secretly I think we all quite liked
Rock'n'Roll. I remember being shocked at how loud Muddy Waters was because he had all his
amplification on and that was new to us. We never had any of that so we thought he’d joined the
opposition.
You mentioned Ramblin’ Jack Elliott earlier?
We got pretty friendly with Ramblin’ Jack while Russell and I were still living at the studio so it
must have been the end of ’55 when Jack was first over. He stayed with us for a while and then,
when we went on our tour, he came with us with his then-wife June and he was with us for most of
the tour. I saw him more recently when Diz Disley was still alive and Jack was over for a gig at the
Borderline. We had a dinner party for him because Diz and I were quite good friends of his and we
had a nice evening together; Wizz Jones came along too. Jack’s first wife June was a sort of
Hollywood starlet and I think she’d given it all up to be with Jack. Jack is a very good player, a very
good musician, a good singer and a great entertainer. He’d been on the road with Woody Guthrie
and did a lot of his songs but he’s actually a much better musician than Guthrie ever was.
But June… what can I say about June? She was a pain in the arse basically. We used to go to
hear him in a room above the seminal pub the Roundhouse (now called the O Bar) and it was a
‘must’ every week. Cyril Davies and Alexis Korner started the club as the Barrelhouse Blues Club
having originally been the Skiffle Club; I think it was the first one. Jack used to play there regularly
and June used to be in the audience… “Jack, play that!”, “Jack, play that!”, “Jack, don’t play that!”
She was always interfering, looking after him and bullying him. Jack was meek and mild and went
along with it.
He was a good guy, Jack, but he was mad about boats for one
thing; before they came to Germany with us they went on a boat
trip. He was mad about sailing boats and sailing and when we were
in Germany he insisted we went to see a ship. There were two
famous German four-rigged schooners, the Passat and the Pamir.
The VW Passat is named after that ship but the Pamir was wrecked
and sank. Jack was so desperate to see this wonderful ship,
because you could go on a tour round it, that we had to divert the van and drive all the way to
Travemünde where it is moored. Jack’s other quirk on the trip was that he used to like to drive and
change gear without using the clutch so we drove all the way there with Jack doing this strange
kind of manoeuvre in this clapped-out old van. He’s had lots of wives since and now he hasn’t got
one at all but he has a nice daughter who goes to look after him. I met her when she came to
dinner when he was doing a little tour here. He’s still working; he was going to do another gig here
after the Borderline but it was cancelled because of illness and that was a year or two ago, but
he’s still carrying on.
Another ridiculous thing about this trip to Germany was that the van, which had been bought
second-hand, got more and more clapped out. Once, early in the morning, we were driving
through a quiet, remote part of Denmark and this van had double
wheels on the back. It was about six in the morning and we were going
quite slowly on bendy roads when suddenly we saw one of these
wheels overtake us. So there we were, in the middle of nowhere, with a
wheel refusing to be part of the vehicle. We’d just passed a funny little
village so we hiked back there where we found a man who had a little
workshop and his special skill, amazingly, was fixing axles. He fixed it
and off we went again.
Another time, when we were in Aarhus which is by the sea, some of the
guys in the band were really keen on fishing so they decided to take off
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in the early hours of the morning to go fishing. They hadn’t realised that the tub bass was on a
rack on top of the van and they went under a low bridge and completely smashed up the tub bass.
They got back and we had a gig that night but we had no tub bass so we trogged around Aarhus
and found this factory that made wooden cases for cheese. The cases were much smaller than we
would need for a tub bass but the guy was really helpful and made us a new tub bass, like a great
big cheese box, which we used ever after.
The Danes were really nice to us, what with one thing and another. The record we recorded there
with Henrik Johansen the clarinet player has been re-issued by Storyville as part of a series of jazz
classics and it was released a few years ago.
You’re back in the UK, you’ve had your theatre tour, the Skiffle Cellar opens and that becomes
your regular venue?
We gigged there about three times a week; everybody and
their mother who was associated with the skiffle scene
played there one way or another and quite a number of
folkies as well. Steve Benbow was a regular, Sonny Terry
played there, Brownie McGhee, Jack Elliott of course, Peggy
Seeger, and Alan Lomax showed his face at one point. It
was open six nights a week (I don’t think it was seven) at 49
Greek Street and it’s currently a nightclub. We opened in
1957 and probably closed in 1959. After we closed it became
Les Cousins which was a folk venue so it’s probably better
known for that but they were both at the same place. When
the Skiffle Cellar closed the Ramblers also broke up. Jimmie
MacGregor and Shirley Bland got involved in a group with
Leon Rosselson called The Galliards who did quite well.
Then Jimmie and Robin Hall, another Scottish folk singer,
got together and had a little spot on Cliff Michelmore’s nightly
TV programme ‘Tonight’. Skiffle was more or less dead by
then but the folk scene was branching out and folk/rock got
going in the sixties with Fairport Convention and so on.
When the Ramblers broke up I got a gig at a place called the Elizabethan Room which was a
restaurant in South Kensington. It served Elizabethan food in an Elizabethan style and everybody
dressed up in Elizabethan clothing and they needed Elizabethan minstrels so I became one of
those… not that I knew many genuine Elizabethan songs but I knew a great many folk songs. I
worked there pretty well continuously for twenty years on and off but doing lots of other things in
the meanwhile; teaching, doing the odd folk club, going to university. Working there really kept the
family afloat and it was good fun as well. Quite a lot of American tourists would go there and you’d
get them all singing, exchanging repartee with them. They had mead, and claret, and syllabub,
boar’s head and all that kind of stuff. I missed out on this when I was in Hull at university but
apparently one night the Rolling Stones were there for the launch of one of their singles. They
booked one of the rooms and dined there, got appallingly pissed and threw their food around.
I also did several trips for them which was nice. We went to Milan to do Elizabethan feasts for a
week or two and to Caen where there was a folk festival. Martin Carthy and Dave Swarbrick were
there as well and that must have been about ’61 or ’62 and I don’t think they’d known each other
before then. Martin was a minstrel at the Elizabethan Room for a while, lots of folkie people
who’ve since done quite well worked there occasionally. Before then, Dave and I had been a bit of
an item and, even though we’d split up, we were still quite good friends so I think I introduced them
and they started playing jigs and reels together and they never looked back.
After we’d done the Elizabethan gig in Caen which was downstairs in the hotel where we were
staying, the hotel said we could stay for the rest of the week if we wanted. Dave, Martin and I said
we’d like that and stayed, met people and played here and there and then we had to get back. I’d
actually driven there with the guy that owned the Elizabethan Room so we got this tiny plane from
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a little field which took us to somewhere on the English coast; nowhere useful like London but
somewhere like Hastings or Lydd. We’d strolled up to the booking place to ask for three tickets to
Britain but they only had two left but said that one of us could sit up in the cockpit with the pilot. Of
course, it was Dave Swarbrick who was young and pretty in those days and always fell into the
best things. Martin and I sat in the main body of the plane which was really a rather cronky little
plane while Dave sat up with the pilot and got to see how everything worked.
Later on we did a tour in Canada and to New York for the Elizabethan Room and that was
arranged by the British Travel Association for the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s birth so
would have been 1964. We toured right across Canada doing our feasts along with radio
broadcasts. When we were in New York it was the same time as the Beatles made their very first
visit there and the feast we did there was at the same hotel that the Beatles were staying in. I
remember turning up with my guitar for our gig and the whole place was ringed with American
youth, fans of the Beatles, wondering what connection I had with them.
How did the song-writing and poetry come about?
I’ve always written songs and I feel quite
sad that some of my songs have hardly
ever been heard. I’ve got more seriously
into it over the last few years and there are
several of my own songs we do with the
City Ramblers Revival. What made me get
into it? I suppose I’ve always written a bit
and I thought I must get down to doing it
more seriously and I signed on for a play
writing course at Morley and did that for a
while.
The guy who ran the course had had one
success years ago at the Windmill Theatre
back in the days when it did striptease. All
sorts of people used to turn up and each week someone’s play would be read and lots of them
would be frightfully rude about each other’s plays which rather astonished me. After that I got into
the writing thing a lot more and did a couple of Arvon courses, which is where you go and spend a
week in one of their centres, and the first I did was a poetry writing one. One of the tutors was
Simon Armitage (who is all over the place on TV and radio) and the other was Jackie Kay, a black
girl who’d just written a successful book of poems about her adopted childhood. That was the first
time I really got into poetry although I’d been scribbling verse for ages before that.
That was up in Hebden Bridge where Sylvia Plath is buried so it’s quite a well-known poetry place.
While I was up there, on the last night there was a party (as there always is) and everybody got a
bit pissed and Simon Armitage told this extraordinary story about when his first book came out.
He’d sent it up to some newspaper reviewer who’d written a review that wasn’t very flattering and
was quite critical of the book but ended up by saying “But anyway, his heart’s in the right place”.
We were sort of fans of him, he’d been teaching us all week and we regarded him (still do) as a
good poet. Simon was so incensed by this review that he went off to a local shop, bought a pig’s
heart, put it in an envelope and sent it off to this reviewer to open at his breakfast table. We were
all deeply shocked that he would do such a thing. The next morning we asked Jackie Kay if he had
really done that and she said he had as she’d tackled him about it and he really did it. However, it
hasn’t stopped him going on to fame and glory so perhaps that’s what you have to do, send out
pig’s hearts.
After that I got into it and we started a poetry and music event at the Crown & Greyhound, a pub in
Dulwich Village, and then I did a poetry course at Goldsmith’s where I met Mimi Khalvati who is
quite a well-known poet. She started a thing called the Poetry School and she wanted somebody
to run a poetry and jazz event and asked me so I said I would. I co-ran that, the Poetry Café, for
about seven years and when that folded I started up my own Fourth Friday event.
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In the course of doing all that I’ve written three novels and through John Rety, who ran a small
poetry publishing business called The Hearing Eye, I’ve had two collections published but most of
the time I just stand up and introduce other poets and musicians. We’ve had some very good
people playing and reading down there.
I also did a course on teaching English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and lived in Spain for a year
teaching English and when I came back I started my own English language teaching school for a
bit. We had a lot of students from Air France and I ran this intensive course called ’At Home’,
mostly business people took it, and they lived in a place with us or nearby so they had total
immersion. Air France eventually opened their own school so we lost most of our business.
I then got a job teaching in the Individual Tuition Centre in Peckham which was part of a facility
that the Inner London Education Authority had laid on which were centres for kids that had either
been thrown out of school, or wouldn’t go to school, or were sick, or pregnant. You had a one-toone relationship with the kids who got so many hours tuition a week and you could take them to
the centre so I got really interested in Peckham as a result of that and those kids and various other
aspects of Peckham.
I started writing poems about it and then I wrote a whole novel about it.
Then I made the poems into a book of poems, which was a kind of précis
of the novel, called “Reaching Peckham” (published by Hearing Eye) and
we put it to music and made a CD as well, which we’ve performed a few
times on the fringe. When I eventually got the novel together and had it
published, which wasn’t until last year believe it or not, I didn’t want to
give it the same title so it’s called “Peckham In Person”. In the book of
poems I haven’t given away the ending of the novel so you can still read
it as a page-turner (I hope). Essentially it’s the same subject, about the
interaction between three Peckham characters - a sort of me-ish person,
an amalgam of the kids that came to the centre, a ne’er do well gangleader type of kid who couldn’t read and this character who’s an old
friend of mine, a social disaster but a very good poet who lived in the
same block of flats in Peckham as this gangstery kid who would bully
him. So it’s about the interaction between those three. That was the first novel I wrote but has only
just been published.
The first novel I had published, in 2000, was built around Summerhill School that I went to and
that’s called “Inspecting The Island”. “Waterloo Roses” (2013) was the last novel I wrote. Getting
novels published is a hell of a business so both of those novels are available as eBooks and
“Waterloo Roses” is also available on an Amazon off-shoot, CreateSpace, who do print on
demand. I wasn’t happy with staying with that for “Peckham In Person” so both that one and
“Waterloo Roses” are available through bookshops here. I’ve found that mostly you sell your
books at gigs and when you do a reading and with CreateSpace you have to buy the book at full
price to sell to somebody else. It now exists in the public sphere and it was last year I sorted all
that out.
“Waterloo Roses” is much more fictional than the others and is not connected to the story of my
life except that one of the characters in it is based on an old boyfriend of mine although the events
in it are totally fictional. It all started off when I was walking across Waterloo Bridge one day and a
guy came up the steps from the river and he was an absolute caricature of a rough sleeper,
dressed in plastic bags, with a great big long beard. He kind of swaggered up out of the depths,
swaggered across the bridge with everybody standing back two paces, they couldn’t believe it.
The whole idea came from that; who is this man and what’s his history? I’ve never seen him again
but in my mind I called him Stig of the Dump. So that’s the novels.
So how did the City Ramblers Revival come about?
It was all to do with you really; it was you that kicked that off by ringing John Pilgrim who rang me,
I rang Simon Prager and we did the gig at the Water Rats. That kicked it off and we’ve been doing
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it ever since, not all that frequently but from time to time. We gig at the Poetry Café, we do the
Camden Square festival every year, and we occasionally play at the Ivy House and other gigs that
crop up. Each of us has contacts and so gigs turn up. We’ve built our repertoire since the Water
Rats though.
Your main day job over the years has been teaching then?
Insofar as I’ve had one, yes, except for the Elizabethan Room; whenever I’ve got really skint I’ve
done some teaching, sometimes doing supply teaching in pretty dodgy London comprehensives
which can be quite difficult work. The only time I’ve really loved teaching was teaching at the
centre, those kids who were out of school. Teaching EFL was great fun which you mostly teach to
adults although you can do it with kids sometimes. Being in Spain doing that for a year was
brilliant. When the GLC went and ILEA went, the Individual Tuition Centres, which had been very
strong all around London, went to the Boroughs. One way or another I suppose they didn’t want to
finance them (I don’t quite know what the politics behind it was) so they trashed and destroyed
them basically. Our centre, and nearly all of them insofar as they survived, got turned into
something quite different and all the benefits we’d given to the kids, most of them were lost. Now
it’s not one-to-one, it’s small groups. When I was doing it you had your kids that you taught one-toone and you maybe had four or five altogether you taught at different times of the week but we’d
gradually get them into groups, give them things to do and they would improve. The centre was
just a great place with a pool table, table tennis, a big old kitchen where you could go and do
cooking with the kids and they were just transformed by that; not being pushed around at school,
not being told they were stupid and so on and so forth.
One of my kids Cain, whose family had been a fairground family, couldn’t read properly. A nice
enough boy but being in school he’d probably misbehaved because he couldn’t understand what
was going on. He really got into cooking and he said “Miss, we should have a café, this is what we
should have!” I asked him what we should call it and he said “Cain’s Café”. So every Wednesday
we would cook for everybody at the centre which would be twenty or thirty people, a mixture of
kids and staff. We charged the staff 30p and we wouldn’t charge the kids anything and it was
hugely successful. Other members of staff started doing it with their pupils and we soon had it
going three days a week.
We then decided to create a recipe book and put the recipes into the computer and thought we
should have a menu so in the art room the teacher would have the kids making menus. At the end
of the year, near Christmas, we actually had a
small profit, a few quid from charging 30p and
I asked Cain what should we do with the
money? He said “Give it to Crisis at
Christmas” so he jumped in my car, we drove
over to the warehouse where they were
sorting out the stuff for Crisis at Christmas
and gave them the money. I still feel like
crying, just the ways those kids’ lives were
transformed by a sensible way of teaching. I
still get former kids turning up and saying
they’d be in the nick if it wasn’t for the centre.
When it was all changed, wrecked and ruined,
I felt pretty angry about it and it’s one reason I
wrote the books about Peckham; somebody
needed to remember it.
Well Hylda, that seems a good place to finish.
Thank you very much for talking to us.
It’s been a pleasure.
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(I read this saying a long time ago but have been unable to trace the source.)
(Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr. The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table - H)
As an ex-library assistant (Picton Library, Liverpool, 1956-60), I view the recent cuts in the public
library service with great dismay. Today's libraries don't just issue books but are information
centres. They provide free newspapers and free computer use (including printing and
photocopying at ridiculously low prices). They are also an invaluable source of information on local
history via talks, accompanied by audio-visual aids. Furthermore, children's libraries are the only
way of introducing the young to the joys of reading.
It is almost impossible to exaggerate the importance of the free public library service. It has not
been rendered obsolete by the rise of the PC. Wikipedia and smartphones are fine for instant
answers to general knowledge queries but an in-depth book on a non-fiction subject still requires
extensive research in libraries. Books are still being produced in huge numbers and many have
lengthy bibliographies.
Lastly, no computer can duplicate the sheer tactile feel of a beautifully-produced book on, say,
classic cars.
When I went for a job interview in the 1950s, the librarian stressed that “a love of reading” was not
the main qualification for being a library assistant. Far more important was a logical mind and a
desire to help readers to locate the book/s they wanted.
I don't want this article to be a treatise on librarianship so will just mention the Dewey Decimal
System, still used by public libraries after nearly a century. All human knowledge was divided into
ten main categories and given a three-digit number, which was further sub-divided into more and
more precise numerical locations. The final number was impressed on the spine of the book.
In theory, what this meant was that, as the assistant knew the principles of arrangement, he or she
could walk into a library of many thousands of books and quickly find the one that he or she was
looking for. The customer had first
to look up the catalogue details (the
main ones being the author's name,
the title and the number) and write
them on a special slip. The
assistant's job was to find the book
on the open shelves.
This system is still used today and
even though there are signs saying
“Travel” or “English Literature” or
“Cookery” on top of the book-cases,
we trained library assistants
(“Custodians
of
the
World's
Knowledge”) don't need such props.
(Pause, while I rise to my full height
and preen myself.)
Like most jobs, much of the work
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was routine and the first chore in the morning was to tidy the shelves and make sure that the
books were restored to their correct order, as far as possible. I started work in the Local History
Dept, which was a bore. (Ironically, I am now interested in Local History, as I am a part of it!). After
a few years, I was transferred to the Technical Dept, which was more to my taste as it dealt with
Cars, Military Weapons etc.
The Picton Library was most impressive (see photo). The second photo is of the new hi-tech part
of the building. Mercifully, the Picton interior has been restored to its original condition and the only
difference I noted was that the floor is covered with a noise-absorbing material. In my day, the
echo in the room was fantastic, as the ceiling was so high. If you accidentally dropped a book, the
sound was like distant thunder!
One night, I took advantage of this characteristic. I was passing through Picton late at night, with
some friends who later started a Rock’n’Roll group. I was carrying the tenor sax and wondered
what sort of echo-chamber the room would make. I blew Top F (the highest note on the sax) and
the echo was more powerful than that on a Duane Eddy record! So powerful, in fact, that John
Day, the leader of our group, was afraid that the volume would drown the rest of the band.
I was paid monthly and, at 18, I joined a
drinking club formed from other library
assistants and we met regularly in the local
pub, to discuss the girls we worked with in
minute detail. (Females outnumbered males
in libraries so there were plenty to go round.)
There was a rest room, which we were
allowed to use at night for any form of
entertainment. I had borrowed a Pye “Black
Box” record-player from the Music Library and
was holding a classical music night. The room
was hot, windowless and airless. We had left
the door open but it was still stifling. Everyone
was dozing, with the heat (in fact, I think that
one girl was asleep). I had just played
“Neptune the Mystic” from the “Planets” suite, described as “one of the quietest pieces of music
ever written.”
I decided to wake them up. I had Elvis's current single, “Hard Headed Woman” with me (not one of
the quietest pieces of music ever written!). I placed this on the turntable and turned up the volume
to full belt. We had to scrape some of them off the ceiling!
One of the advantages of working in a library is that you can get hold of practically any book you
want. A library friend and I were fans of the James Bond novels by Ian Fleming, long before they
were filmed and we made sure we got them as soon as they were reviewed.
Although I had made lots of friends in the library, I felt all the restlessness of youth and decided to
leave in 1960. My father, a bibliophile like me, was aghast. There was a certain prestige in being a
library assistant and he felt I had betrayed him.
With two friends I had met in the library service, I joined a Rock’n’Roll group and experienced the
full force of what came to be called “Merseybeat”. We travelled down to London to fame and
fortune that never happened. My father (totally disgusted with me now) described us as “a bunch
of Bohemians;” a very old-fashioned description, even then. My mother, however, had a dream in
which I returned from London wearing rags. Figuratively true!
There is an old saying :”There's a book in all of us.” In my case, it had been thousands!
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Friday, November 04, 2016
Kay Starr and John Zacherle depart
There are a couple more music deaths to celebrate this week, but for
once they have lived to a grand old age.
Kay Starr, who has died aged 94, is best known for Wheel of Fortune
and Rock and Roll Waltz (a number one UK hit in 1955), but had
dozens more successful records, including Come On a My House,
Come A-long A-love (also a UK number one, in 1952), Side By Side,
Changing Partners and If You Love Me. She first recorded with Glenn
Miller but after signing for Capitol in 1947 she enjoyed a string of pop
and jazz hits during the 1950s before Rock’n’Roll came along and made
her style seem outdated. She signed with RCA Victor and enjoyed her
biggest hit with Rock and Roll Waltz, which summed up the changing times
as no other song has done. Following her decline in popularity she turned
to country music and continued to tour in the sixties.
Another old timer to depart is John Zacherle, at 98, who made a career out
of horror. He was a TV and radio horror host and had a hit in 1958 with the
novelty horror record Dinner With Drac. Nicknamed 'The Cool Ghoul' by
Dick Clark, he played the part of Roland, who dressed as an undertaker
and lived in a crypt in the US TV series Shock Theater.
Monday, December 05, 2016
Herb Hardesty RIP
Sad to hear of the death of saxophone
and trumpet player Herb Hardesty, aged
91, who was such a vital part of the Fats
Domino and Dave Bartholomew bands
over many years. As well as his many
shows with Fats, which dated back to
1949, he also played at the Ponderosa
Stomp on more than one occasion and I
well remember him enthusiastically going
round the audience selling CDs.
In 2008 he backed Dr John, along with
Tony Owens, Jean Knight and Tami Lynn,
playing with the Wardell Querzerque band
and he is pictured here with Michael Hurtt.
In the1970s he moved to Las Vegas and
played with Duke Ellington and as part of the Tom Waits band, before re-joining the Domino band
in 1980. He also played on the 1992 Dr John album Going Back To New Orleans.
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Friday, December 09, 2016
Los Pacaminos at the Borderline

I was in London last night for a reunion and took the opportunity of catching a gig at The
Borderline by Los Pacaminos, an Americana band who are as British as fish and chips but fun to
watch and excellent musicians. Formed in 1992, the seven piece band's music takes in Tex Mex,
mariachi, some country and a bit of Rock’n’Roll along with some Louisiana flavours here and
there. The band's name is made up but, loosely translated, means 'Pack 'em in'.
Paul Young, who found success in the eighties with hits such as Wherever I Lay My Hat and Every
Time You Go Away, is the leader of the band, but vocal duties are shared around, with Drew
Barfield and Jamie Moses showing that they have excellent voices as well. The band's light
hearted approach, as exemplified by the title of their recent album A Fistful of Statins, is a joy: they
certainly don't take themselves too seriously but they are all serious musicians who have played
with some of the top musicians in the UK.
Included in the band's set were some covers,
including Bobby Bland's Ain't Nothing You Can
Do, Al Green's Belle, Ain't Got No Home and
Smoke Smoke That Cigarette, but there were
quite a few authentic sounding originals from
their two albums, including Bruised and
Battered, an amusing song about the dangers
of drink, I Told Her Lies, the Tex Mex flavoured
Poor Boys and Come A Little Bit Closer.
Midway through their second set they broke
into Tequila as glasses of the stuff were
brought on stage - a regular occurrence
apparently.
This was the first time I've caught Los Pacaminos but won't be the last I suspect. They brought
back memories of my recent Texas trip and more besides.
Monday, December 26, 2016
George and Rick RIP
2016 is going out the way it came in with the deaths of more major league musicians: George
Michael and Rick Parfitt of Status Quo. George was only 53 and Rick 68, which goes to show that
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the Grim Reaper is now scything down music people from an era post-dating that of my musical
heroes.
Ten years ago the joy of Christmas Day
was shattered by the death of the godfather
of soul, James Brown. This time it was
George Michael, a superstar who had
enormous success both as one half of
Wham!, as a solo singer and on duets with
other big names like Aretha Franklin. I was
never a great fan of George Michael's
music - I have nothing by him in my record
collection - but by all accounts he was a
modest man who rather regretted the
enormous success that he enjoyed both
before and after his outing as being gay.
That success was due to his undoubted
talent as a songwriter and singer and his ability to turn adversity into personal triumph.
A North London boy from a Greek Cypriot family, he made it big in partnership with Andrew
Ridgeley in Wham! with Wake Me Up Before You Go Go making number one in the UK and US.
As a solo singer he had huge success with Careless Whisper and Faith among many others. He
wrote and produced all the tracks on his Faith album. Another number one was Jesus To A Child,
a tribute to his lover Anselmo Feleppa, who died in 1993. He bounced back from his humiliation
after being charged with 'engaging in a lewd act' in Los Angeles with Outside, a satirical video
making fun of the event. Other successful albums included Ladies and Gentlemen, Songs From
The Last Century and Patience and the Wham! single Last Christmas, released in 1985, has
become a Christmas standard. Drugs issues and odd behaviour dogged George in recent years,
but his death from 'heart failure' at such a young age is a shock. No doubt more information will
emerge.
Only a day earlier we heard that Rick Parfitt of
Status Quo had died following complications arising
from a shoulder injury. Rick, along with Francis
Rossi, was the centre of the band for five decades
and enjoyed enormous success with their fairly
basic, but rocking approach. After their first hit, the
psychedelic Pictures of Matchstick Men in 1967,
they settled into a straight ahead hard rocking
groove and the sight of Rick's long blonde hair
flopping about as he played his guitar became one
of the band's trademarks. Hits such as Rockin' All
Over The World, Whatever You Want and Down
Down were hugely successful and they were among the most recognisable rock bands of all time.
Rick led the Rock’n’Roll lifestyle of drugs, drink and smoking and had a heart bypass operation in
1997, so perhaps his early demise wasn't too surprising. But for all Quo fans, of which I am not
really one, his loss will be considerable.
Everyone says 2016 has been a particularly bad year for music, with loads of high profile deaths
including David Bowie, Prince and Leonard Cohen, as well as this latest Christmas pairing. But
someone made the point the other day that there are more famous people in the world today than
there have ever been, so it's probably no surprise that they seem to be dropping like flies. The
Vinyl Word raises a glass to all those who have passed on and I can only hope that there is less
bad news in 2017. Don't forget that we still have four of the giants of fifties music with us, even if in
most cases they are no longer performing, namely Fats Domino, Little Richard, Chuck Berry and
Jerry Lee Lewis.
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Wednesday, January 11, 2017
New Year music deaths
It's time to catch up on several music stars who have passed away
during the last few weeks. The latest is Buddy Greco who has died in
Las Vegas aged 90. Buddy is best known for his 1960 version of The
Lady Is A Tramp which was a memorable if minor UK hit but his career
spanned over 80 years. He first visited the UK in 1949 and became a
long-time resident of Essex, as well as the US. He celebrated his 80th
year in show business with an event in Southend in 2013 attended by
Kenny Lynch and Paul Young among others. His first successful record
was Ooh Look-A There Ain't She Pretty in 1947 and other US hits
included I Ran All The Way Home in 1951 and Mr Lonely in 1962. He
recorded many albums from the ‘50s to the ‘90s and continued to
perform live, including a UK tour in 2012.
Another death is that of Sylvester Potts, a long-time member of The
Contours. Although not in the original line up, he joined in 1961
before the group had their biggest hit with Do You Love Me - a
record which sparked the rise of Tamla Motown, certainly in the UK.
Other smaller but equally exciting hits followed with Shake Sherry,
Can You Do It and Can You Jerk Like Me. Sylvester left the group
but re-joined a reformed line up and enjoyed more mid-60s success
with Just A Little Misunderstanding and First I Look At The Purse.
Sylvester remained with the group until 2004 when he left to form a
new version of the band which, after an out of court settlement,
became The Contours featuring Sylvester Potts.
Debbie Reynolds, who died on December 28, the day after her daughter
Carrie Fisher, was best known as an actress but had a huge hit in 1957
with the film theme song Tammy. Other recordings in the ‘50s and early
‘60s included All Grown Up and Am I That Easy To Forget? She even tried
her hand at folk with an LP in 1963 and performed for several years in
cabaret in Las Vegas but it was as a film, TV and stage actress that she
made most impact. The first of her three husbands was ‘50s crooner Eddie
Fisher, Carrie's father.
English singer Peter Sarstedt, who has died aged 75, was the
brother of Eden Kane and Robin Sarstedt and achieved huge
success in 1969 with Where Do You Go To (My Lovely), a song
about a poor girl who joins the jet set, which went to number one in
14 countries. His career started under the name Peter Lincoln when
he recorded a song called In The Day Of My Youth. Other records
after his smash hit included You're A Lady, Beirut and I Am A
Cathedral but none of them replicated his big hit and he joined
several Silver Sixties shows in the ‘80s and ’90s.
Less well known but another significant loss is Big Cynthia, aged 47, a
southern soul singer who was the daughter of Junior Walker. Her songs
included Ain't Nothing Like a Big Woman, Eating Ain't Cheating and That
Nookie Thang.
RIP to them all.

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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I have been searching for an album by a particular artist for a very long time! There were other
albums by him available but none contained the particular four tracks that I was looking for. Then,
on Amazon, I saw it new for £74 which was more than I was prepared to pay by a long shot. So I
put the album on my Amazon wish list and kept checking the price. It’s a nice bonus that Amazon
can keep the albums on your wish list updated when the price changes. Unfortunately, this
album’s price went up and I stopped checking it for a while. As Christmas was coming along, I had
a look at my wish list and saw a much cheaper album listed and when I looked at the ‘other sellers
site’ there were three available, one new at £246.65, one used-very good at £191.70 and one
used-very good at £26.25. Now I have never paid that much (£26.25) for a double CD before and I
knew if there was a serious problem with it, I could send it back… so I bought it.
When it arrived, I immediately recorded it straight to my computer and it played perfectly.
Sometimes, I have found, when you wait a long time for a CD to become available (or even
affordable) it can be a disappointment. Your expectations and
your fading memory remember the music as tighter, more
vibrant and not the rather elderly sound that it actually was. I
thought long and hard about this before I bought it including
thoughts like ‘If I don’t buy it now, I’ll never know...’ I’m glad to
say it was, for me, excellent to listen to and other unheard
tracks came over good too, a bonus. I have bought too many
old CDs which have been a disappointment after listening. The
album in question was called ‘R&B Maverick’ by Donnie Elbert.
Maybe you don’t think this artist to be Rhythm & Blues but,
nevertheless, for me it was worth the wait. How many times
have you bought a long anticipated LP/CD which became a
treasured item and not a disappointment?

Who did I last see? I

haven’t seen a live band for ages and was glad to see that Rebecca
Downes and her Band were playing at my local Blues club which I have been shunning of late
because the bands they have featured all were called Rock/Blues which translated to my ears as
loud throbbing music.
Rebecca Downes has been doing quite well in the
Blues club and festival scene and won two British
Blues awards in 2016, Best Female Voice and Best
Emerging artist. So I looked her up and found she
comes from Wolverhampton and is also a voice
coach and teacher, co-writing most of her material.
Her band had some remarkably interesting
backgrounds also.
Steve Birkett, lead guitar, co-songwriter and co-producer (with Rebecca) of their music, and has
been a professional musician all his adult life.
Rick Benton, piano and Hammond organ has been musical director for a number of artists and is a
music teacher.
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Dan Clark, bass (but is a multi-instrumentalist) and is a bass guitar luthier, building and making
bass guitars for himself and others. He also teaches.
Lloyd Daker, drums who has a music degree and also teaches music.
This looked like a line up not to be missed and was I disappointed?
Well, the answer is yes and no. Rebecca had a good and powerful voice somewhere between
Tina Turner and Koko Taylor. The pianist using two keyboards mounted one above the other had
an almost classical style, rare in Blues circles, and his all too short solos featured languid
flourishes and runs which I much enjoyed and could have listened to a lot more of him but he
needed to be a lot louder. The guitarist was riffy and too loud and when he changed guitars to the
straight chord tuning so as to use a ‘bottle neck’ and offer some slide guitar, he didn’t do much
sliding. The bass was quiet and soft sounding but you could hear what he was doing which was a
little difficult because the drummer, enthusiastically enjoying himself, was generally too loud.
So we had an uneven sound and as the sound board was at the side of the stage and left alone,
there was nobody to tweak the sound levels. They played a lot of their own material in the two one
hour sessions. When a cover was chosen it was a good choice. ‘Piece Of My Heart’ from original
Erma Franklin played and sung like the Janice Joplin version, ‘I’d Rather Go Blind’ sang in true
Etta James style (lots of British female Blues singers choose this) and a fine Joe Cocker version of
‘A Little Help From My Friends’ was the encore. Ms. Downes is an attractive and hardworking
singer and I suspect, with properly balanced sound, the band could be excellent too. Their own
material was difficult to access so I did not buy a CD but I would see them again.

Lists: It’s that time of the year when it is customary to list favourite albums of 2016, and here is my
list, not necessarily issued in this year but bought in 2016. These are not in any order: There are
12 here and could have been more (especially the Fabulous Thunderbirds) but, as with anybody’s
music collection, it was a hard choice.
Acoustic Blues and Roots of Duke Robillard played by an American guitarist with a huge
history behind him. Lovely album of down home country Blues.
Turquoise by Devon Allman. A son of the Allman Brothers band, this is a very bluesy album and
one of my favourites.
That Hot Pink Blues Album by Keb’ Mo’ A live album of his recent material. He has become a
giant amongst current Blues players.
Outskirts of Love by Shemekia Copeland. A super mix of soul, gospel and Blues which I play
often.
The Whippoorwill by Blackberry Smoke. I bought this album because it
represented current Southern Rock (like the Allman Brothers which I really
enjoyed) and frankly they were not as good but repeated listening is
changing my mind.
Charlie Gillett’s Radio Picks Vol 2. I love my music almost more than
anything and I think Charlie Gillett was my greatest influence. His music
introduced me to Blues, R&B, Soul, Rock'n'Roll, (some I had not heard before) and a music world I
didn’t believe existed. I bought this in respect of a man I miss terribly even though I had most of
the tracks already.
What’s The Word? The Fabulous Thunderbirds. I have said before, they are the best band I have
ever seen live and although I have most of their early stuff on LP, It is well worn and needs
replacing. I picked up their first four albums cheaply on CD through Alan Cackett’s country web
site. I should list the other three here because they are just as good.
Grainne Duffy Live. Here we have a UK artist who I would love to see. A good voice, a fine band
and really getting great feedback from all the gigs and festivals she plays. One for the diary.
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R&B Maverick. Donnie Elbert. This is the one I have been looking for for a long, long time. A
singer who prefers to sing like the lead in the Bee Gees, His choice of material is still, for me, the
best. The most played choice of my collection at the moment.
Alligator Records 45th Anniversary Collection. A terrific double album of Blues artists from a
label that can do no wrong in my ears. New Orleans and American contemporary Blues at its very
best.
The Willie Dixon Story. Willie played on his own records, other people’s records and produced
many other Blues records besides writing songs for the record artists and producers and being a
great bass player (which is where I first noticed him when his group played on Radio Luxembourg)
This is a four CD pack and unfortunately, one of the CDs is faulty and I am trying to rectify this with
the manufacturers although the other three CDs are full of awesome material.
The Blasters Live 1988. The Alvin brothers before the fight and ‘blasting‘ their way through an
album of songs in a brilliant and hectic Rock'n'Roll style. Another album I had on a worn LP so
was glad to get it from Cob in north Wales, cheaply, when I visited their shop in Port Madoc.

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing with the K’s. There are a lot of Kings
in the Blues, Albert, B.B., Bobby, Earl, Freddie, Little Freddie, Little Jimmy, and Willie are just a
few of them.
Of these I like Albert King above the others although B.B.King is probably the most popular and
having recently died, the most written about.
Albert King. I have one album by Albert King (born Albert Nelson near Indianola in April 1923 but
pinched the name King after the fame of B.B. who was also born there). During the ‘50s he played
drums behind Jimmy Reed. He moved to St Louis and in 1961 had a minor R&B hit on the Bobbin
label. In 1966 he persuaded Stax founder Estelle Axton to add Blues to their roster. During the 10
years from the early ‘60s onwards, Memphis based Stax Records had been THE soul label with
artists like Otis Redding and Isaac Hayes.
After recording ‘Laundromat Blues’ which became a hit, he
recorded several Blues hit singles then issued ‘Born Under A
Bad Sign’, the album I have. He recorded another album for
Stax ‘King of the Blues Guitar’ which, when re-issued on CD,
included both album’s material so is the one I should
recommend and should have bought. He played a Gibson
‘Flying V’ guitar, upside down, that is, a right handed guitar and
tuning played left handed. I think this helped him to produce
his languid and individual style. Using Booker T. and the MGs
plus some horns to back him on every track, the album is
absolutely brilliant.
Alexis Korner. His Blues Incorporated was probably the very first British Blues band. Korner, born
1928 of Greek and Austrian Jewish extraction was one of the few, in the ‘50s, who knew
something about Jazz and Blues and by 1955 he was playing in a bar/club
in Ealing regularly with harmonica player Cyril Davis. They formed Blues
Incorporated in1962, the line-up of which included Long John Baldry
(vocals) and Dick Heckstall-Smith (sax). Korner’s Blues leaned strongly
towards Skiffle but he, for a while, embraced jazz and in the ‘70s he played
a lot outside Britain and formed bands on the edge of Jazz/Blues including
New Church, CCS and Snape until Rocket 88 pulled him much more back
toward the Blues. For many years, he delighted and informed radio
listeners to the BBC with his programme covering Blues, gospel, soul and
what was to become World Music. He sang, played guitar and piano and
made a few interesting but not great albums. He died in 1984. I have a few
of his albums and admired him a great deal.
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What was my last CD? Bought for me as a Christmas present
by my stepson, it is the Rolling Stones latest effort, ‘Blue and
Lonesome’. This is indeed a Blues album and although it doesn’t
have the wonderful raw impact of their first LP, they have tried
very hard to produce a genuine article. I immediately played it
through a few times because it contains Chuck Leavell (ex
Allman Brothers, Sea Level, and others and player of that
wonderful piano solo ‘Jessica’ the original ‘Top Gear’ intro) who
is now musical director for the Stones these days, and even Eric
Clapton pops in for one of the songs.
Amongst the tracks they have chosen are Blues by Jimmy Reed, Willie Dixon, Little Walter and
Howlin’ Wolf, all artists they recorded material by when they started in1963. They have recorded
these in their rather ‘heavy’ current style but repeated playing has given me great enjoyment with
not a ‘Woke up this morning’ line in sight. It is 46 years since I bought a new Rolling Stones
recording (‘Get Yer Ya Ya’s Out’ – 1970).

What’s on my iPod? ’Who Do You Love’ by Bo Diddley, not the original but his stunning version
from the ‘La Bamba’ soundtrack CD. With great drums, guitar and harmonica and a rasping sax in
the background, Bo has never been in better voice. This is a five star performance, worth the price
of the CD. I bought it, being a Los Lobos fan, because they perform on most of the tracks including
‘Framed’, ‘Come On, Let’s Go’ and a good version of ‘La Bamba’.
Happy New Year - Dave Parker

I've decided to take up Keith’s kind offer
to write a review of the latest Rolling
Stones LP "Blue & Lonesome". I've titled
the review "A Review Of The Latest
Rolling Stones LP "Blue & Lonesome"".
Right, here goes…
The latest LP from the Rolling Stones,
"Blue & Lonesome" is available in double
vinyl (very expensive), CD (expensive) and
various download formats including ogg
vorbis and mp3 (cheaper), and it is the
latter which I obtained from the dubious
website "Downloads-R-Ussia" (extremely
cheap, just 75 Roubles), which I have used as the basis for this review.
Now first up, apologies if I have reviewed the tracks in an order different to that in which
they appear on the LP/CD, but the track labels on the download I got were all in Russian, and
by only relying on my schoolboy knowledge of Russian, I may have gotten some of the
numbers mixed up. Anyway…
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Track 1.
Track 2.
Track 3.
Track 4.
Track 5.
Track 6.
Track 7.
Track 8.
Track 9.
Track 10.
Track 11.
Track 12.
Track 13.

Not too bad.
Pretty good.
Bit better than the last one, but not as good as the first one.
This one I like.
I can't quite explain it, but this one has a certain "Je ne sais quoi" about it.
Hmmmm.
Much better than track 6.
My download of this track jumps a bit so I'll skip this one.
This one doesn't jump, much better.
This is OK.
Now if I had to pick a favourite, it wouldn't be this one.
Interesting.
Sounds identical to Track 6! Hmmmm x 2.

Well, there you go. In this review, the first I've ever done by the way, I've tried to give an
honest and unbiased assessment of this piece of aural art, and overall, I must say, this new
LP doesn't suck.
End of review Keith, thanks for asking me to do it, and if there are any others you'd like
reviewed, well, you know how to contact me.
Gotta go now, something strange is happening on my computer, keep getting invitations to
check my credit score… in Russian!
Увидимся comrade, Denis

Hoare

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
COLONEL ABRAMS
Singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, Colonel Abrams (his
real name), was widely regarded as an early pioneer in the
emerging garage house sound, that would go on to influence
dance and R&B in the eighties.
He was born, 25th May 1949, in Detroit, Michigan, but was
raised in New York City, where he spent most of his life. He
played guitar and piano, performing a fusion of Detroit's
Motown mixed with the street rhythms of New York. He flipped
around a number of New York based bands, most notably
Heavy Impact, Surprise Package and fronting 94 East, when
Prince was their guitarist. He was a sought after act on the New York underground scene.
Eventually he copped a record deal with the independent New York label Streetwise, which
resulted, in 1984, in his first minor R&B chart entry, with an engrossing harpsichord led ballad
'Leave The Message Behind The Door'. It was the follow up, 'Music Is The Answer', which didn't
chart, but became an international dance hit. This brought him to the attention of MCA records,
who he signed for. In no time he scored his biggest hit with the intense dance record, 'Trapped'.
Not only was this his second R&B chart appearance, but the record went on to become a global
smash; not only was it to become a dance floor anthem, even to this day, but hit pop charts across
the world. It reached number three in the UK.
He was to make a further five appearances on the R&B charts. His highest entries were in 1986,
‘I’m Not Gonna Let You', and in 1987, 'How Soon We Forget', both made the R&B top ten.
Although Abrams actually had no American pop hits during his career, he continued to dominate
the US Billboards, Hot Dance Club Play charts, well into the nineties. During his time he knocked
out some decent disco/dance music, which I like.
Between 2006 and 2008 he attempted various comebacks with a handful of singles on his own
Colonel Records. During his final years he fell upon hard times, reportedly homeless, suffering
from diabetes and in general ill health. He died 24th November 2016.
TOMMY TATE - Yet another soul great has passed. Full obit next issue.
SOULBOY’S ALBUM OF 2016
BO-KEYS - HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER (Omnivore)
Heartaches By The Number - Set Me Free - I'm So Lonesome I Could
Cry - The Longer You Wait - I Threw It All Away - Learned My Lesson
In Love - Don't Take Her (She's All I Got) - I Hope You Find What
You're Looking For - Wasted Days And Wasted Nights - Last Date.
Generated by an amalgamation of members of the Stax and Hi rhythm
sections, the Bar-keys and the Greg Alman band, the Bo-Keys have
now been around for nearly two decades, with two critically acclaimed
albums already under their belt, which have kept the spirit of classic
Memphis music alive. Previous album guests have included Otis Clay
and William Bell.
So to their third album, which again explores the crossroads of Country, Folk and Soul music.
Produced by the group’s bass and percussion man, Scott Bomar, the ten tracks here mix a couple
of originals with a selection of well-chosen country anthems and more, creating a melting pot with
a perfect stew of soul and country fusion.
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Opening with Harlan Howard's composition, 'Heartaches By The Number', originally a hit for Guy
Mitchell 1959, which features a guest appearance by Stax legend, vocalist Don Bryant, joining the
group’s main lead vocalist, none other than soul legend Percy Wiggins. It makes an engaging
opener before things move into slower mode for Curly Putman's, 'Set Me Free', which has
previously been given the soulful and country treatment by many, with the prize going to, in my
view, Arthur Alexander. Wiggins nails the spoken sections with an edginess that reveals the
song’s desperation, and singing the number over femme vocal support brilliantly. Al Gamble's
organ work leads us into 'I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry', before the horns and Wiggins join the
Hank Williams song, which is taken at a relaxed pace, resulting in a delightful blend of country
meets soul, along with Wiggins’ quite emotional outpouring towards the end.
Raiding the country catalogue continues to be explored by way of 'The Longer You Wait', originally
recorded by the late Merle Haggard; the treatment is excellent, with Wiggins’ vocal, horn chart,
and pedal steel keeping the song rooted in Memphis. The mood is now set for Bob Dylan's 'I
Threw It All Away', which could be mistaken for a Southern soul classic, as interpreted by Wiggins,
while 'Learned My Lesson In Love', the first of two original items, takes us closer to Soul's glory
days with its up-tempo Stax feel, along with femme vocals, horn and drum support, and Wiggins
sounding like a cross between Sly Johnson and O V Wright, which is not out of place amongst the
country classics.
The Jerry Williams Jnr (Swamp Dogg)/Gary U.S.Bonds number, 'Don't Take Her (She’s All I Got)',
originally recorded by Freddie North. Here we are joined by two ladies, from the legendary
Masquerades, Susan Marshall and Reba Russell, helping Wiggins on vocal chores, which by the
end is well souled out. The other original comp follows, 'I Hope You Find What You're Looking
For', is a tuneful piece with a joyful Mexican feel, with our man Wiggins wishing his lady well after
she has walked out on him. Freddie Fender's swamp classic 'Wasted Days And Wasted Nights',
carries us right back to 1959, which is a brilliant soul transfusion bringing this classic back to life.
Sadly we get to the end when the band bows out with Floyd Cramer's compelling instrumental,
'Last Date', with the piano taking centre stage.
I can't emphasise how enjoyable this excursion into purely country soul is and a sense of real long
gone Southerness. Certainly warrants Soulboy's album of 2016. An absolute beaut.
A RANDOM FEMME DIP
Jean Shy - Our Love Is Lost (Honey 1976)
I pulled this one out of the box the other week....wow.
The Honey label was Harvey Fuqua's small short lived operation in 1976.
Whatever you pick from Shy's sparse recording career, you are bond to hit
on a classic slab of unrivalled deep soul music… as is the case here.
Jean handles the vocal delivery to sweet perfection. A simple but haunting piano introduction,
along with luscious orchestration arrangements, moves in with Jean wailing to echo the girlie
backing. The disc builds to a crescendo, penetrating deeper and deeper, with our broken lady’s
pleading vocal talents to the fore, "All those years you've lied, that went to waste, our love is lost",
begging her man to get their, hopefully, steady romantic relationship back on track. Jean gives us
an excellent performance delivering every last drop of feeling and emotion.
Jewel Bass - Overflowing (For You) (Malaco 1970)
This also came out in 1976 on Gary Cape's Special Agent imprint. It’s an Eddie Floyd produced
wailer. Jewel tells of how her love for her man has grown from a little stream, so small she didn't
know it was there, until suddenly her love for her man became irresistible, busting out in all
directions. A beautiful song, well sung. Quite a pleasing few minutes with Jewel, nice one. There's
so much soul in this one....it's overflowing.
She was a regular background singer with Malaco, and can be found on numinous tracks.
Jewel Bass - Sugar Britches (Malaco 1976)
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A Jewel jump forward a few years. Though the song isn't that wonderful, there is something about
the overall production that makes it effective. All the ingredients are here, for a brassy southern
sound overall, but not quite hitting the mark.
Jean Knight - Jessie James Is An Outlaw (Chelsea 1976)
The 'Mr Big Stuff' gal returned a few years later with a clever fusion of hillbilly and funk, complete
with wailing harmonica and a "down at the station" spoken intro. Corny, but it rumbles on like a
locomotive, along with its Billy-O slick production and arrangement. It was one of those records
that could have hit big, or die. It died.
Tamiko Jones - Touch Me Baby (Reaching Out For Your Love) (Arista 1975)
This is an infectious handling of the great Johnny Bristol ballad, which surprisingly wasn't a hit for
him but brought fame and fortune to Ms Jones, with a top hit 12 R&B, 60 Pop, in the States. It's
one of those records that has inbuilt magic that is hard to define. The appeal kind of lies in the
hypnotic rhythm and punch line of "touch me baby baby".
I used to play this to death, great resurrection.
Ms Jones first recorded for Atlantic in 1966. Moved to London in the seventies, and married,
publisher of 'Blues & Soul magazine, and label owner, John Abbey.
Laura Lee - Dirty Man (Chess 1967)
Without doubt Ms Lee is one of the all-time great female soul singers, this being her first hit, 13
R&B, 68 Pop. This shows her tough malicious vocal no nonsense side, as she takes charge of the
song right from the start. She's had enough and wants rid of her dirty no good man, who never
washes, leaves his boxers everywhere, and yes has this chick on the side. She ain’t taking no
more…
You're a dirty, dirty man and you gotta dirty mind
You're a dirty, dirty man
You and that other woman, are two of a kind
But you forgot one thing baby
When you were doing me wrong.
That I'm a good house keeper
I'm gonna take my broom and sweep
All of the dirt, yes sir, out on the street
You're a dirty, dirty man
Ooo in so many, so many dirty ways.
You're a dirty, dirty man
You've been hiding your little dirt all over this here place
I know you have
Oh here's my chance baby to throw some mud in your face
Cuz I'm a good house keeper I'm gonna take my broom and sweep
All of the dirt, yes I am, out in the street
Oh, I'm cleaning up my whole house fast as I can
Time to make everything spick and span
You're a dirty, dirty man
Oooooh you done me dirty for so many years, yes you did
You're a dirty, dirty man
And I'm tired of you and your woman and your dog too
You're a dirty man, dirty man
Oooooh get outta my house
And don't never, never, never, never come back again
You're a dirty, dirty man
Ooohh, I'm tired
With all her spitting venom her man quickly scarpers off to the other woman.
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Laura Lee - Love’s Got Me Tired (But I Ain't Tired Of Love) (Ariola American 1976)
Ms Lee eventually found herself a decent man, reunited on this one with Greg Perry, who was
very much involved in many of her Hot Wax gems. This is a very absorbing ballad that has many
musical colours to it, and is a very complex performance by all concerned. But it is Laura's, as
always, stirring vocal that wins the day. This was her last chart entry.
KoKo Taylor - Violent Love (Chess 1972)
Look out guys KoKo has plans for tonight, and it seems every night, "I want to make violent love to
you…". The tinkling piano in the background gives the effect of a bar-room and you can easily
imagine one of those bar-room scenes from a western movie, until the guitar breaks eases the
effect slightly.
Sandra Phillips - We Got Love (Right On 1976)
Ms Phillips, who was better known for her Deep Soul offerings, especially her liaison with Jerry
Williams Jnr (Swamp Dogg), for the 1970 album, TOO MANY PEOPLE IN ONE BED.
Now here we have a very satisfied young lady, with this erotic sexy breathing orgasmic epic. The
climaxing bits don't really get in the way of the wispy gentle ballad. It’s taken at a snail’s pace with
a girl chorus chanting "We Got Love" in the background, with Sandra's semi-moaning vocal doing
all kind of things up front, indeed.
Bessie Banks - Try To Leave If You Can (Volt 1974)
One of my favourite 45s ever. Some ten years after 'Go Now', she came up with a side of almost
indescribable beauty, a scintillating beautiful soulful gem.
A rap intro, "I'm not gonna ask you to stay, cos I've got too much pride, and I know you're gonna
think twice anyway, before you put one foot outside". Set at a dirge tempo, along with flowing
strings, subtle guitar work and her super smooth vocals are top notch, and as always first rate.
There's a kind of depressing feel to the whole thing, wonderful.
Similar style to, also one of my favourite 45s ever, Kim Toliver's classic, 'Standing Room Only'.
Margie Evans - Good Thing Queen (ICA 1977)
This was the female answer disc to Frank Lucas's all night grinding,
'Good Thing Man'. Evan's destroying vocals strut and testify mightily
to the fact that she is one hell of a lusting woman. Overtly
suggestively sexual and raw, "like a big delicious apple you only
need one a day" the husky voiced fox lays down her mean
dominating sexual sound to a steady brassy riff. "I'll make you moan".
Deep soul of the highest order.
Etta James - That Man Belongs Back Here With Me (Argo 1964)
A nice little ballad with some neat singing from Etta. Drums, bongo and an organ start us up, than
Etta tells us how her man "is just a toy to those high class girls". This is a jealous Etta, as her man
has gone off with his fancy girl, and that it won't last, and how he really belongs right here with her,
coz he's her kind of man. A simple backing, and the song is put over with true force, that we've
come to know and expect from Etta. Classic soul. B side to 'Breaking Point".

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Carol Jean Williams, born on a farm near Plain Dealing, La, on August 26,
1936, started her career playing guitar on KCIJ radio after she took guitar
lesson from Tillman Franks in 1951 at J & S Music. Among the other kids
taking lessons were David Houston, Jerry Kennedy and Nancy Fautheree.
Upon entering high school, she appeared on the KMHT ‘Marshall Jamboree”,
Marshall, Texas, doing a fair amount of entertaining for charitable
organizations such as schools, hospitals and private clubs. She moved to
Shreveport doing night club work and performing at the Louisiana Hayride.
She had a nice little mention in music magazine Cowboy Song in July 1953
and again in February 1955.
In 1956, she recorded 'You Never Mention My
Name'/'Just For A While' (Ram 100), two country songs written and
produced by Mira Smith, which were recorded in Carol’s front room while
Mira Smith was still completing her studio in Shreveport. “Just for A
While” is a very attractive fast hillbilly song with great guitar parts. No
wonder because the guitarist on the record was James Burton making his
first ever released commercial session. On steel guitar, that's veteran
Louisiana Hayrider and session musician Sonny Trammel. A gifted
musician, Sonny Trammel may have played bass on "Suzie-Q" and "Don't
Treat Me This Way" (Checker 863). It is not known where that first Ram record was manufactured,
but possibly at Plastic Products in Memphis.
Carol married Billy Sanford and moved to Nashville in 1964. Billy Sanford became a huge name
having played with Roy Orbison, George Jones, Johnny Cash and Lynn Anderson. Carol Williams
passed away on January 10, 2017 living in Nashville.
Dominique ANGLARES

Tony Says Sorry
I owe an apology, apparently, to Bobby Marchan & The
Clowns who originally recorded 'Rockin' Behind The Iron
Curtain' released in 1958 long before I, or probably
anyone else in the UK, had heard Frankie Ford's much
later version. While on the subject I might as well
mention that Frankie's biggest hit, 'Sea Cruise', was
originally done by Huey 'Piano' Smith & The Clowns and
Ford's vocal overdubbed. Frankie's version of 'Whisky
Heaven', of course, was done earlier by Fats Domino.
Anyone making reference to 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On', 'Hound Dog' or 'Blue Suede Shoes' by Jerry Lee
and Elvis Presley should take note that earlier versions
were of course recorded by Roy Hall, Big Mama
Thornton and Carl Perkins.
The fact remains that the first version of 'Rockin' Behind
The Iron Curtain' I heard was by Frankie Ford, and so I
used it for the title of my article without reference to the earlier version which I was not aware of at
the time. I have looked up Mr Marchan now, and apparently he was also a female impersonator as
well as being an R&B singer who sometimes toured with Huey 'Piano' Smith's group The Clowns.
Thanks to John Howard for drawing my attention to Mr Marchan and his earlier recording.
Tony Papard
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(Belated) Xmas Special
During this past two months, Christmas has come and gone. Once more we could enjoy some
reruns on TV or even stream some old classics on Talking Pictures TV.
And if we gathered enough courage to leave home and venture through the misty cold streets lit
up by Christmas lights we could crash into a cinema while taking cover from frenzied shoppers,
dropping our very own bags of presents and good intentions to relax and enjoy a movie for a few
hours. A Christmas themed movie especially.
Let’s have a look at them.

The Nightmare Before Christmas

Jack Skellington, the Pumpkin King of Halloween Town accidentally discovers about Christmas
and tries to replicate it without really understanding it.
Stop animation fantasy horror musical…
Based on an original short story by Tim Burton who was busy
working on Batman Returns and Ed Wood thus Henry Selick
directed it.
Stop animation, fantasy, horror, romance, musical… Did I miss
any genre? Re-released in cinemas this season. If you haven’t
seen it yet, please do. If you have, it is a good opportunity to
focus not on the main story but on the astonishing plethora of details and colourful, still charming,
Halloween characters!

Bad Santa 2

Christmas conmen specialists, Willie and Marcus, “Santa and Elf”, pair up once more, this time to
heist a children’s charity shelter safe on Christmas night.
The original trio of characters reprise their roles, introducing
Academy Award winning Kathy Bates as the mother.
Sequel to Bad Santa, it trades originality and freshness to
repeat the same formula making it somewhat predictable. It
does expand on Willie’s background, introducing his mum. It
keeps its inappropriate derogative dark humour and, as long
as you don’t get offended, you may laugh. Not to watch with
kids though.
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The original, Bad Santa 2003. Not your usual Christmas tale,
with shockingly profane humour. A foul mouthed, pissed off,
horny, highly intoxicated conman, working as Santa (Willie)
along with his sidekick, a black dwarf (Elf) befriends a strange
kid. Strangely heart-warming and insanely hilarious.

Office Christmas Party

The head of a branch company about to close throws
a last Christmas Party in the hopes of landing a new
contract and saving it from closing down.
Stellar line up of popular comedians with the writers of
The Hangover and even two directors. Fifth
collaboration between Jennifer Aniston and Jason
Bateman.
The jokes are cheap, filthy, politically incorrect, and
you can see them from miles away. However, It does
leave a warm feeling inside which makes it suitable
for a holiday season movie.

As an adult comedy alternative, also casting Jason
Bateman and Jennifer Aniston as a mean boss, there’s
Horrible Bosses, 2011, where three friends plot to get rid
of their awful employers. Critically acclaimed with an
extraordinary cast including Colin Farrell fading into the
role of Bobby, completely unrecognisable.

Marti Canal
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Never, ever in the brief history of the new film section from
Tales From The Woods magazine have not one, not two but
three movies broken through, needing no presentation, no
publicity, no review even. Making my job kind of pointless.
Three films, three picks; a new star being born, a revisit of a
classic British, and in memory of Princess Leia.
After these, the other movies that made it to the theatres
in the past two months allow me to highlight, point out and
hand pick the ones worth mentioning as well.

A passionate jazz pianist and a young aspiring actress
start to struggle with their relationship while finding
success in their respective careers.
Winner of 7 Golden Globes already. 14 Oscar nominations.
10 BAFTA Awards
The movie everyone is talking about. Go and have a
wonderful and exciting time watching it.
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Renton comes back to Edinburgh, 20 years later, to
make amends with his friends.
Actually twenty years later, still keeping the same
cast of main characters and director. Loosely
based on the original book though.
Sequel to a British classic, catching up on the lives
of the iconic characters. Not as frantic as the first one but still a must watch.

The story of how the Rebel Alliance
secured the plans for the Death Star.
Based on George Lucas' original Star
Wars saga presently owned by Disney.
Carry Fisher passed away a week after it
was released, and in honor of Peter
Cushing resurrected with CGI.
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The tale of Saroo’s life after getting lost 1500 miles away from home and eventually being
adopted by new parents.
Based on the true story of a missing Indian child
and his long search and eventual reunion with his
true mother and hometown.
A moving story with powerful characters with much
energy and drive to fulfil their goals despite being
lost, from both Dev Patel struggling to find his true
mother and Nicole Kidman to become his true
mother.

The action and judgment of Captain Sullenberg is
put into question by the National Transportation
Safety Board and consequently by the Media after
safely water landing a plane on the river Hudson.
Once again Clint Eastwood directs a biographic film
with wise judgment. Put into action by Tom Hanks
A true event, how 155 lives were saved by good
judgement and appropriate action. An incredible story worth telling, worth watching.
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Three girls try to work their way through the 23 different
personalities of their kidnapper.
M. Night Shyamalan feels comfortable writing and directing
another supernatural horror flick. Look for Bruce Willis’
uncredited cameo.
Engaging with a suspenseful grip with an amazing
performance by James McAvoy pulling out credible and distinct personalities.
The themes explored in this movie; Dissociative
Identity Disorder, a monster/killer personality,
sexual abuse, an intent to purify Earth…
Did M. Night Shyamalan get his inspiration from
Elfen Lied? A Manga, later Anime, very popular and
beloved, available on Netflix. Easy to watch as it is
not too long. Totally recommended.

The life of Desmond Doss, a conscientious objector
who served during World War II as a combat medic.
Be advised Mel Gibson's directing makes it more
bloody and gory than The Passion Of The Christ.
Despite being a movie about a pacifist, it is a brutal
tale of war, yet again a movie about a pacifist. 75
lives he saved, 75 reasons to watch it.
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I've just come across this photo of me with Charlie Gracie in the hotel in
Great Yarmouth when he played Hemsby 2012. I'm looking forward to
seeing him again.
Ralph Edwards

Small piece of ephemera. Met Charlie Gracie in the Springer Pub (the Ted's pub in St Pauls,
Bristol) prior to his gig in the Trinity Chapel in the early ‘70s. Got carried away and bought him a
large brandy (a rare event I can tell you) but his manager Paul was not amused! Hope Charlie can
return the favour on March 19. Regards, Bernard Donovan.
From ’79 until the mid-90s I toured scores of our Rock’n’Roll heroes, continuing to do so today
with some of the coolest of cool, with Charlie Gracie having played more UK tours since then than
any other two Rock’n’Roll visitors. That first tour then activated a few nay-sayers complaining of
Charlie’s chart record success, he not being a Southern States rockabilly. Well no Charlie was, is,
and remains a Rock’n’Roller out of Philly where he was introduced to Rock’n’Roll by Bill Haley and
The Saddlemen (later Comets), The Treniers, The Jodimars.
Since that first ‘50s tour Charlie has rocked our sox off as a fine performer, a world class guitarist
and one heck of a nice guy. He has won many new fans since and even more friends. No one
seems to beef about him not being a ‘billy now. In fact he is now too described as one.
In ‘79 our scene was run by true fans of the music such as Neil Foster who cared far more about
the Big Beat than the big bucks. Long may they continue to continue.
Rockin’ regards, Paul Barrett

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
the beat of the street

by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From The Crescent
City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

2017! New Orleanians and travelers greet the year with music abuzz everywhere in the Crescent
City with a New Year serving up Mardi Gras season, then French Quarter Fest, followed by Jazz
Fest. In between these big events, there are always ongoing choices for music-hopping if folks
are adventuresome. Festivals, activities, parties, second-lines, fundraisers, tourist attractions,
operas, clubs, bars, arenas, lobbies, museums, airport terminals, hotels, churches, record stores,
homes, private social clubs, restaurants, college campuses, riverboats, special events,
fundraisers, ballrooms, venues large and small, locations indoors and out, you name it and New
Orleans will supply it.
Like other large cities worldwide, if you enjoy the culture of music in your life, regardless of varied
genres, you can find ear candy on any given day, especially in New Orleans. A popular slogan in
New Orleans and around Louisiana suggests: "Pick Your Passion."
Hot news off the press recently is that Dr. John has revamped his musical line-up, firing and hiring
in a shake-up that is perhaps to some fans, overdue. It's a matter of opinion but the bottom line is
that over the decades native New Orleanian Dr. John has never stopped ruling the roost with his
voodoo-esque and often-times uniquely flamboyant concert performances that sport his rock solid
piano riffs, signature raspy voice, original lyrics, and complex chord changes, while exuding his
love of his own deep New Orleans roots with his hit-making songs.
If given the opportunity to see Dr. John up close and personal in a concert setting, it is a
recommended "must do." He spellbinds. Yes, even with a human-looking skull perched atop his
grand piano for atmospheric effect to get the audience in the mood and in the groove!
In recent months, Armand and Patty Lee St. Martin were invited to a fundraiser "for a dear friend of
Dr. John" who is also their mutual friend. Seated on the front row of the sold-out concert at The
Willow in uptown New Orleans, the St. Martins can attest to Dr. John's hour long concert as being
"perfect." The St. Martins added, "Dr. John was extraordinarily powerful on the keys and he never
missed an opportunity to exude his 'mysterioso' swamp fox persona."
The St. Martins were also included in an invitation-only private birthday party hosted by Pat Byrd
on November 21st at her home for Dr. John which was attended by musician insiders and family.
A longtime friend of Dr. John and the only daughter of Henry Roeland Byrd aka Fess aka
Professor Longhair, Pat Byrd and her teenage son, Ardell, reside in the Byrd’s family home where
a large portion of the renovated house is devoted to her Professor Longhair Room of Memories.
In this pleasant museum-like dedicated space filled with music memorabilia of Fess'
accomplishments, Pat is determined to keep her "famous father's legacy alive" by offering an open
door to personally share her "life stories with her father" with locals and travelers who show
interest in her mission.
With a piano in this Room of Memories, it provided the ideal setting for Pat and Dr. John to invite a
small group of musician friends to gather in honor of the birth of Malcolm John Rebennack, Jr.,
aka Mac aka Dr. John on his birthday to play music while dining on delicious homemade soul food.
Mac was having such a good time that by near-midnight when most folks began their good-byes,
Mac wasn't ready to leave. He was just getting started.
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"I'm having a good time," he said in his quiet manner as he sat right down to the piano and began
performing original gems. Fellow New Orleans pianoman Armand St. Martin pulled up a chair next
to the piano to study Dr. John playing. Soon they were chatting about songwriting and were
trading off on the piano for a few original tunes each. "Dr. John is really supportive," Armand
graciously remarked.

Dr. John and Armand St. Martin, Professor
Longhair House owned by Pat Byrd
© Patty Lee

Dr. John and Armand St. Martin in
serious discussion about music
© Patty Lee

Since it was midnight and Dr. John's official birthday date was coming to a close, Armand's
birthday was just starting. In talking together, they figured that astrologers might say that Dr. John
was born in New Orleans "on the cusp," on November 21st. Armand was born in New Orleans "on
the cusp," on November 22nd. Both at midnight. "On the cusp or not," they realized that they
were born a decade and a day apart.

Dr. John enjoying
Armand St. Martin
on piano at Dr.
John's birthday party
© Patty Lee

Pat Byrd and
Armand St. Martin,
Professor Longhair
home © Patty Lee

Pat Byrd's generosity in having music players and music lovers into her Central City home to
share her father's legacy at 1738 Terpsichore Street in New Orleans is a gift to anyone wanting to
learn more about Professor Longhair's illustrious New Orleans R&B career. Critics consider
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Professor Longhair to be the "Patriarch" of this unique New Orleans piano style. "Professor
Longhair is one of the most revered rhythm and blues musicians in the legacy of New Orleans
music," according to Tipitina's nightclub history.
New Orleans pianomen like Dr. John, Allen Toussaint and Fats Domino have claimed Professor
Longhair as a strong piano influence, as has the next generation of local Big Easy piano players
like Armand St. Martin. Due to being a decade or more younger than these piano heroes, Armand
includes all of them as influences in his own original New Orleans styled music.
On January 30, 1980 Henry Roeland Byrd quietly passed away in bed at home of health issues.
Pat Byrd and her young son were home, as was Alice Byrd, Pat's mother. However, on the late
night of January 29, 1980, just hours prior, Professor Longhair was at Tipitina's, the music club
created as a venue for Professor Longhair to perform regularly.
The club was named after Longhair's popular song, Tipitina. That night of January 29th, Armand
St. Martin was playing piano on stage at Tipitina's with Satisfaction, a band he was in which was
based out of Tipitina's, with an apartment upstairs across from the apartment that housed WWOZradio at the time. Armand recalls his "memory of Professor Longhair at Tipitina's that night," as if it
was yesterday.
"It was late on January 29, 1980 and from the stage, through the haze, I saw Fess come into the
club. This wasn't unusual. He performed at Tipitina's regularly and he frequented the club when
other musicians performed. He was always quiet, a gentleman, and an incredible talent. He was
one of my piano heroes. Fess sat down at a table not too far from the stage and I recall he
seemed alone. He seemed really happy. He enjoyed a set or two of our show. Then he slipped
out into the night."
Armand figured, like any other night, that he'd see Fess again soon, either on or off stage.
"Tipitina's was a happening unique music scene back then," Armand said. "Any night you went
there, you could hear great music." Armand had known Fess and his piano music through the
years. Armand was part of the small group of uptown New Orleanian twenty-somethings who
gathered in home basements, at their "Alligator Ball" parties in gyms, that eventually morphed into
the establishment of Tipitina's - always with a key goal in mind: to provide a permanent music
base for Professor Longhair's performances.
(Armand was later hired by L.A.'s Epic Records to tour nationally with one of their signed Nashville
artists because the artist had met Armand while he was playing Professor Longhair's #1 national
hit, Bald Head, in the corner of an L.A. songwriter's living room. "I was hired right there on the
spot," Armand recounts, "all because of being at the right place at the right time while playing
Professor Longhair's song on a Wurlitzer.")
Little did Armand St. Martin know until the following day in 1980 - when everybody also learned in
the Tipitina's circle - that during the morning of January 30, 1980, Henry Roeland Byrd, New
Orleans piano patriarch extraordinaire had passed away, within just hours of Professor Longhair
enjoying music at Tipitina's on the late night of January 29th. The music world had experienced a
stunning loss.
A similar shockwave came with the tragic news on November 10, 2015 when New Orleans born
Allen Toussaint died of a heart attack unexpectedly in Madrid, Spain while on tour. Toussaint was
yet another New Orleans R&B genius. He was soft-spoken, a polished piano master, and
legendary songwriting performer and arranger, who passed away suddenly at age 77. The world
of New Orleans music connoisseurs, family and friends, were as devastated by this sudden loss of
Allen Toussaint as they were by Professor Longhair's untimely death thirty-five years earlier at age
61.
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Allen Toussaint and Armand St.
Martin © Patty Lee

Armand played on the same bill as Allen Toussaint on numerous occasions in New Orleans. "An
exciting memory is a July 4th in recent years when Allen came to see my solo piano show at a
local New Orleans cigar club with a mutual friend of ours. As always, he was dressed to the nines.
They sat right in front of my piano where I could see them, and enjoyed both sets. Allen told me
after my show that I had the largest repertoire of songs of any musician he'd ever met." Asked by
a customer if Armand was nervous when Allen Toussaint walked in, Armand said, "I loved it. I just
played better and better!"

Allen Toussaint with Armand St.
Martin © Patty Lee

As the circle seems to come back around, Roland Guerin was Allen Toussaint's bassist in his
band for over half-dozen years until Allen's passing in Spain. Now, Guerin is in Dr. John's new
lineup as the band's bassist. The St. Martin's look forward to more news to report from the New
Orleans music scene, and particularly for updates from Pat Byrd and Dr. John.
Stay tuned. . . .
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Back again gang for another Buzz column. Hot news just off the press, just
moments ago, after putting the TFTW office phone down on singer, entertainer and DJ, Jon Longo,
known amongst our gig attendees of an earlier time as Kevin Sunburst, close friend of the late
Danny Rivers and his wife. On Sunday 30th April at the Spice Of Life we are going to hold a
memorial evening for Danny who, as you know, was a long standing loyal friend to us all at TFTW. I
have no further details to advise at present other than to say that all monies raised will be donated
to a cancer charity and that interest is already being shown which is very promising indeed, one
for your diaries. Once more is known we shall as always advertise via our website, Facebook,
Twitter and round-robin emails… speaking of which…
Don’t forget that TFTW has gone all digital with Facebook, Twitter and, of course, the YouTube
channel where you can catch up on videos we think will be of interest to you.

That's it for this issue, I’ll hand over now to Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll for another of his
excellent gig guides; I reckon you will be sure to find something to tickle your fancy.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
February 2017
3
Friday
St Paul & The Broken Bones
One for lovers of blue-eyed soul.
The Forum
£23.50 + fees
4
Saturday
Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers
If you have a corpse that needs reviving, then...
100 Club
£15 + fees
4
Saturday
The Cadillac Kings
“The UK’s number one swing-blues outfit”.
Brook’s Blues Bar at the Seven Dials Club, Covent Garden £11 adv, £12 door
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5
Sunday
Ricky Cool & The In Crowd
Former schoolteacher who many a time and oft was in the Rialtos.
Half Moon, Putney
£8.80 adv, £10 door
5
Sunday
The Mastersons
Husband and wife alt. country duo.
The Islington
£12.65
5
Sunday
Bob Cheevers
From Memphis to Texas for this master singer-songwriter with voice like Willie Nelson.
Twickfolk at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£10 + fees
8
Wednesday
As above
Green Note

Bob Cheevers
£10 + fees

8
Wednesday
James McMurtry with band
To some the best storyteller in alt-country or Americana.
The Garage
£18.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

10
Friday
Michael Roach
Acoustic blues from son of South Carolina farmer.
Kalamazoo Klub at The King’s Head, Crouch End £15
10
Friday
The Dodge Brothers
Spasm music, the real name for skiffle according to front man and film critic Mark Kermode.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Music 10.30 pm
£5 (free before 9.00 pm)
17
Friday
Betty Harris
Following up the release of a compilation of funk and soul recordings. But what will she sing on the night?
100 Club
£26.81
23

Thursday

Monthly Gang Meet-Up - Gerry's speakeasy - check emails for more details

24
Friday
Leroy Hutson
Replaced Curtis Mayfield in the Impressions and is closer to the source of soul than his critics.
Union Chapel
£30 + fees
24
Friday
Reuben James Richards
St Vincent-born London-based soul-singer who deserves to be better known.
Hideaway
£15 + fees
28
Tuesday
Kent Duchaine
Respected white Delta blues singer and guitarist.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Music 10.00 pm

Free

March 2017
9
Thursday
The Suffers
Band from Texas describing their sound as ‘Gulf Cast Soul’. One for fans of female soul singers.
Jazz Cafe
£12 + fees
14
Tuesday
Kokomo
The third year of the latest reunion of this noted British soul band continues.
Half Moon, Putney
£15 + fees
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18
Saturday
Bill Kirchen & Austin DeLone
Promoting their new CD ‘Transatlanticana’. (Americana recorded both sides of the pond?)
The Troubadour, Earls Court £16
19
Sunday
Diz & The Doormen
New Orleans piano playing approved by Dr John.
Hideaway
2.00 pm
£10

19

Sunday

Charlie Gracie

Sure to be a night to remember when this r’n’r legend gets on stage.
The Spice Of Life 7.00 pm to 10.30 pm

£20 Woodies, £23 adv, £25 door Sold Out

20
Monday
JT4
The new project of Jon Taylor and Tim Richards: “a truly rootsy act”.
Bull’s Head, Barnes A Pete Feenstra Promotion £11 adv, £13 door
21
Tuesday
Brooklyn Funk Essentials
Ever-changing music collective that mixes jazz, funk and hip hop.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
23
Thursday
Jarrod Dickenson
Texan singer of Americana who reminds Huey
Morgan of Gram Parsons.
Green Note, Camden £10 + fees
24
Friday
John Lee Hooker
Animals and Friends
Son of famous father playing with his pets.
Under The Bridge
£20 + fees

Jr

+

25
Saturday
Andy Fairweather Lowe &
The Low Riders
Former Big Town Playboys guitarist.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £25 + fees
30
Thursday
Bill
DeLone
As above
The Ivy House, Nunhead

Kirchen

&

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Austin
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

£11

31
Friday
James Hunter Six
Doing the rounds of Blues Kitchens. It must be for
the Texan BBQ.
The Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch
Live
music10.30 pm
£6.90 adv

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

May 2017
3
Wednesday
Robert Cray
Successful bluesman continuing to top charts and fill
halls.
Cadogan Hall
£34.50 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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